FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

enough

Some were fortunate

Spring Outlook in

Maine.

There is much activity in the orchards,
indicating that more than usual interest is
felt in that branch of farming. The two
past years have been golden ones for
Maine orchardists. Two large crops of
apples have been obtained in succession,
and the crop of last year brought more
money to our farmers than, probably, any
crop ever before gathered in this State.
» Mi some farms the
money received for the
apples amounted to a third, or more, of
the value of the whole farm.
An orchard
in M inthrop yielded a crop of apples
which sold for 8000. while the price at
which the farm had been held for years,
was only sggiKi.
Another orchard in the
s line town w as sold before the
apple crop
w is gathered, the apples sold for more
than the cost of the orchard.
A farm
ia Minot, which sold at auction for 81400.
and contained about a thousand apple
trees, nearly three-fourths of which wcie
young trees, not bearing much, produced
appl"s worth more than >'400, and the
lain, was subsequently sold for 81700.
\ mi'ri.mj: other similar instances ot the
hieiiess of orchards might be given,
hut these will suffice to show that the
experience ot last year demonstrated
to the farmers of Maine that there is
mom y to be derived from apple
raising.
As a consequence, unusual activity is
seen tins sjuing in the orchards.
More
*s have been grafted this spring than
.a .my one season before lor
years Every
1 natural fruit which
isyoungenougii
a grading. ;s regarded as
capable of be: g transformed into the hearer ofmarket-‘f: ait. \ ii'tie to ■ much haste lias been
diown n ctleet ing this transformation. Ini'- id ..f romov ag a few Innhs. and
graftg a third e! 'he top each season, as is
tin' j t : viable and safe com sc. nearly the
m
: p lias, in many
instances, been
•moved, leaving merely a cluster of
..fAd -tocks. in place of the tree lop.
I lio-t who graft trees in this way seem
mihidful of the fact- tha; the leaves
; the ti ei s are essential to its life and
all. : 'hilt tiie el lde sap can alone he
d
i.iteil ;.i d pi'-pared lot the growth
• ii ;shn: mi ot the tie
'w the leaves,
\
: g a :
i1
!if:';■. lies i ai a tfee. is
: g ;t • ;
lm .thing qiparatus,
It is true
:,■ I
: 11
.p is ela!>o;ate.:
..v
;• tree
l sometimes survive even
;
; [li.it does not eoin-am
a.mtrates the great
1. the tree clings to life.
its branches and
...... <•:
t" injury linm the hot rays
a. oust which no protecting
Many of the trees thus
he seriously injured, and
wni
lo admonish considerate men
: the pia.ua
of the wholesale dei tlie t.-jis ia trees.
1 hose who
.die; isly grafted their trees will.
i i.' time, reap tin full henetit of their
neii'lul [U'oeedill'e.
■

■

..

Than usual "ill

M -tv im

be set this

ami better care will lie taken of
Tle-te lias bet n notieeable during
al yea. s past an increasing attention
to tin-eare <ii orelmrds.
Formerly
■:
i-rs were rarely
applied to the ori iu- grass was yearly cut and red. .aid nothing was brought back in
an
r the
grass and apples carried
it seemed to be taken for granted
11
uiie way oi other trees had some
f supply ig all their w ants. Now,
s. tiie fact is generally tecognized
tie
Ij'l'le trees ale lielielited by fertiliz-•! care, eijnal'v as much as
g
e-up i aiseii in the farm, and that at•: a -ii tl; is at stowed insures a greater
: a than almost any other
depth tment
ig.

..

■

■

i

nj

■

tanning.

t'heep raising

is

yearly receiving

in-

-mg-tittentii.n from farmers.
A great
<-1:
tit is notieeable in the docks
kept.
Formerly it was too often the
n-t ee of farmers to allow butchers and
a
vers to cntei the docks and select the
n
sheep and lambs, leaving the renia;-it tite th u k t • • bleed front.
Asa
in
ijiiciice i! stieh a practice the thicks
:
ant., deli i orated in \a!tie. and soon
•a
ate
Now a radical
inprntitable.
change has taken place: the butchers
and hi ei s are not allowed to enter the
'•k< and pick out the best sheep. The
s
in and indicates which he is
bug ■" -'-11. and i- serves tin best for
Freed ag
purposes -duce the meat eani :
-bass has l-- -i: ill
progless, the
: rare, ha- found
noditlieulty at disposing
of his inferior sheep to drovers to he used
:
canning purposes. For canning, it is
-aiii lean sheep arc preferred, as there is
quently the old and thin
ui the farmers' (locks find a
ready
-n-t f' i this purpose.
This may not
-1
very pleasant item to the consumers
canned mutt n. but it is of importance
ISv disposing of till'
sheep owners.
poofi-r sheep, and keeping tlie best to
breed h "in, the (locks are constantly itnprioing. and the profits increase along
a
the improvement etfeeted.
A Hi>< k ol one hundred lint* winded
t
p. which, iikc one owned in Wilton,
w s an average yield of eleven
pounds
viio] pei >liee{>, affords a tar haiidsomprofit to tin- owner than a flock of inti'i or sheep. snea as formerly were f’repa-ii'Jv niet with and which yielded only
■ ur
pounds of wool per head. Farmers
have become convinced that the best
ep atf< >n! the great est profit, and a re
aiming to obtain and keep that kind.
Many find much pn lit in raising early
s'nbs. feeding them well and sending
I m to market early in July.
M.
p raising goes well with orchardiorchards in grass cannot be better
:iiiagi-ii than by pasturing sheep in
th'-m.
Tin sheep enrieli the land, and
it Hi"
».iiuy fruit, as it drops, destroythe -' oi l., and protecting the remain■ g
Am; from further ravages from the
•'"i ms.
Wlii ii sheep are pastured in orehards yearafte:1 year, the linages of the
eodliug moth will not seriously damage
the fruit.
What few worms there will be
will merely serve to thin the fruit and eniI'li' that which remains to attain to a
laiger size and better quality;
Horse breeding is receiving an impetus
A the high prices ami active demand
hu h have prevailed for the past year.
W hen good carriage horses, at live or six
•ars old, readily command from *1200 to
summi each, there is
profit in raising them.
Hut in order to raise such horses, good
"•■Ire.-, must lie used to breed
from, and
these must lie judi uuiisly paired with
_"od stallions
More attention is being
givi'ii 1.1 the breeding of good carriage
; "i -i-s, and there seems to he a
prospect
of making a good business out of it.
Maine horses are in active demand, and
!,y ireful and judicious breeding, the demand can be increased.
There are other
ii'ei.imaging indications in the outlook
tor the farmers of Maine, but
space does
not allow for their enumeration at this
lime.
111. Reynolds, X. K. Farmer.
a:
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Requisites
<>i<i

for

Turkeys.

turkey-raisers
profitable to keep hen turkeys longer than
live years. After this period they will not
lay so well. The most profitable age is
from two to four years.
A male turkey
may he kept longer than five years, but
as a rule they will lie more
vigorous when
say that

it

is

not

under that age than over it. The first
lay ing of a hen turkey should bo set under hens, as it will not pay to keep turkeys for one brood. If the turkey hen is
shut ip for a few days when she first wants
to set she will in a short time
lay again,
when she may he allowed to hatch her
brood.
Persons who try to raise as many
turkeys as possible manage to get three
dutches of eggs in one season, showing
the hen to hatch the last one.
When the
young turkeys are hatched they should he
removed to a ploughed field, or at least to
a
plot of ground where there is no grass.
Here the mother should he confined in a
coop with plenty of room, and the young
turkeys allowed to roam at will, except
on stormy days when they should he shut
in the coop.
If there is danger of their
running in the grass, they should also he
kept shut up until the dew is gone. It
is sure death to young turkeys to get wet
and bedraggled. They must he kept dry
this is more essential than food. They
require only a little food, as they wiil
catch a great many worms and insects as
soon as they begin to run
around, which
are their natural food.
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Are

Lunches

Bad ?

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, JUNE 8, 1882.
Decoration

Day.

first showed

herself, but

as soon as she
lost the track again.
\Vo hunted around all night long, but
sleep, comrades, sleep and rest
couldn’t find the trail.
(»n this Field of Grounded Anns.
Wednesday mornWhere foes no more molest.
ing we found a clump of brush and sat
Nor gentry's shot alarms!
down and tried to eat some of the cheese,
but wo couldn't get it down our throats we
Ye have slept on the ground before.
And started to your feet
were so thirsty.
You don't know how I
Vt the cannon's sudden roar,
longed for a drop of water. My throat
t >r the drum's redoubling beat.
burned like a lime-kiln.
I sometimes
Hut in this eatup of Death
dream of that time now. and wake with a
No sound your slumber breaks:
big start. That night the moon rose altThere is no fevered breath.
er dark and out we started
No wound that bleeds and aelies.
again, hut it
was no use, for we soon lost the
way again.
All is repose and peace,
We tramped around for hours without
1 ntrampled lies the soil:
Tin 'bouts of battle cease.
saying a word. Soon after sunrise ThursIt i' the truce of (tod!
day morning 1 and the man talking to
me looked around for the other two, hut
lb't, comrades, rest and sleep!
The thoughts of men shall be
we couldn't see anything of them.
Hut
\' sentinels to keep
were lost just as had as we and we
they
\ our rest from danger free.
didn't think our chances were worse for
Your silent trnts nf green
losing them. The muon rose still later
Wt deek with fragrant tlowers:
that night, but we hadn't the heart to
■> ours has the suffering been.
keep up the hunt then. Along about
The memory shall be ours. [Atlantic.
midnight we two started up, but Friday
morning came without any signs ol a
trail.
The thirst was awful that day. and
Aboard bmp ana Ashore,
we lay in a clump of brush out of the sun.
i .n
a ahns a
a \Nhi-'i' -Aii in: rm.n a i:iI'd about as lief have taken a ip iet die
1.1 \HI1
HiiKTKI:.
MIS (INI.A SUII’WKKCK.
then as anything else.
At dark we waitA I Hll.MliAA.
ed for the moon to rise, and then started
A middle-aged man of wiry build, with
Then
the peculiar bronzing of complexion which up and dragged along a few miles.
my comrade gave out and told me to go
only years of a sea-taring life can impart, on
and leave him to die.
i didn't see as
was one of a group standing on the porch
of a sailors’ boarding house in Hamilton 1 could help the poor fellow so 1 shook
his hand and left him and made another
street a few evenings ago, and exchangh nit.
Saturday morning i went into a
ing reminiscences with his fellows. As a
I believe the
Times reporter neared the scene he heard clump again and luy down.
<>i‘ the thirst was taking away my
the man repeat, in a dogmatic and self- •orture
senses.
Two or three times I started up
satislied way: "Tin what you call a pure
I thought ot
I never yet shipped on and thought 1 saw water
American sailor.
vessel that wasn’t American, and I've nothing but water all day. and it a galbeen going to sea for thirty years or more. lon was put before me then, i wouldn't
I didn’t mind the him
I've had some hard times on land as well have left a drop.
What I was dying for was a
ger at ail.
as at sea, but 1 don't think 1 cared much
few drops of water.
Night ceme, and 1
to lie anything better than an American
1 thought
had
for
a had job.
it
given
up
looked
more
sailor." The speaker
intelliI heard the vultures lighting at which
gent than the average sailor, and there
should have the first pick at me. A couple
was that about his manner which betokBrighton Cattle Market.
of hours or so after dark the moon came
from
ened
these
good breeding. Thinking
U'ki>ni-:<i»ai May ::i.
circumstances that he might have a story up, but I didn’t care to start up again.
Am.•uni ,ii -took at market: tattle, >2".sheep
But I just pushed thtnmrh the clump and
and lamb-, >""". -u ino, ln.oi.d; veals, 12n; number
to tell, the reporter drew nearer and be"t western rattle. ;»s.i; northern mid eastern rattle.
I looked at
The sailor, as it ap- sat down on the outer edge.
gan to question him.
.Mu.
Then 1 jumped up, for right
the moon.
l*ri<a > <d 1 ref ruttle P 1 »* 11- live \\ eight, extra
for
in
mood
u
and
was
the
yarn,
peared.
7 b lir.-t, .*7 7.',,m hj
-yond,
duality,
after he had fairly started tie needed no underthe moon was a use of ground witha
; third. $b 12‘2 <j7 n.c po uv-t grad'-s
i~ 12. a7 'M
like a ho.\ near the top. I thought I'd
•d
-nr-r ii\i ii, bulls, ete., r'i
no.
prompting in the way ot inquiries. “My thing
p'th; Brighton Tallow. o
tint, sure enough, there n w as
Brighton Hides,"
gone
crazy
said
1
is
“but
am
tirst
name
he,
Hubert,”
•’ 7
ptb; < nntr> Hi
light one-. UnC.P It,:
as day. and it didn't go away
more used to answer to Bob.
P tt.; (
My people as plain
heavy. a
untry Tallow, Arp tt>; (all
That was our
as I expected it would.
skins 12 a 12 o-. p tt>; Wool >kins. £ I (in a 1 7 V ear lr
are nice folks and live in New Haven,
ep Sk
and not two mile- away at that.
ranch,
brother
is
fora
rich
firm.
where
niv
clorl:
Mil' h
vv
Lxtra, ^.Vuj.si; ordinary, >2
I
oxer the ground,
.-pringt i'-. -f i >j 7'r b.rron r«,\v.-, .-yiTearh. We
I'hey don't like to har e me go to sea. but How run. staggering
if te -al
of:; new niiirh row-, £7.‘> earh: 2 do at
as 1 thought of the spring at the bottom
I've
been
too long on the water to give it
2
rows
r,
rail',
ringi
an<|
I ran till I was in sight of
of the knoll.
rail, ?7n: 1 row and alt. s'*n. n» u miirli row,
up now for any long spell. When 1 was
V« a! ( alvr- in fair demand at -lii''' <• 1- tt>. live
that siuing, and in two minutes my head
1 left school and made up
about
fifteen
w right.
have been into ,t.
But up rushed
Sheep and, l.umi-- Tin •-.■ 1 r- in t ill We~t Ipnded
My uncle had been would
my mind to go to sea.
a man and seized hold of me
<•
I struggled
at Brighton, -ell at from r, to
p !i,: western
a sen captain, and he left a lot of instruspring lambs from s to ur P tl*. live weigiit.
like a wild beast for a second, but betook
last
1
and
when
at
ments
and
sea
books,
S
u< —Fat
Pi
i<‘<
\ tt).
Bogs
w -lghl.
spring pig-, £2 to 5?earli: -!; :,t- ». to got a berth on a vessel, they turned those a can and poured a few drops of w ater
S' P tt*. live■ \\ rigid.
down my throat.
Then he poured down
things over to me. Along at first I studied the books, and got so i could do a a few drops more, and then lie gave me a
I will never forget
whole swallow of it.
Bright’s Disease, Diabetes.
•day's work' very well. But we went in
Be\v at'' of the -lull' that pretends turiitv tiie-e
Ile gaxe me water
how sweet it tasted.
to
smile port and 1 didn't have the monli-raother-rviou- Kidney. I ritmrv
I.ivn
till I bad plenty.
It seems
d-v
as tin;
only relie' 1 -i* a time. end make ey I wanted, so I just went ashore and by degrees
you teu time- wor.-e afterward.-, but rely >uh‘!\ on
sold my navigating tools, and that ended the two men we lost i'hiirsday morning
ll"p I* ;:, r-, the only r« nit |y that will surely and
1 gcnci ally ship before the struck the. trail and made for the ranch.
and remove- the
my studying.
1" I in.a nr tit 1 v run- y oil. lid- -troy
had been ou the lookout for us. and
r.ause ot di-ea-e
ell'- tualiy that it never reiitrns.
mast, but 1 have been as second mate for | They
( harity vauntetli not itself, i- not pulled
I can manage that well I the man that had caught hold of me bid
up," se\eial voyages.
snd ya-i -oiue men
\;
t a puli'every tine, they
l
me from getting at the spiing,
enough, but you see, like most men. I've it to keep
giv a dollar to an indigent old u< man'- -oei. tv.
for he thought I’d drink myself to death.
I
like
drink
on
to
a
iittlc
failing.
got
oil run'l sleep:' I v. as botlu red that way till a
1 told them the lies' 1 could where I left
eomv-r ol Wheat Bitter.- lived mm
shore, so i get a little hit fuddled when 1
\ man who knew the counThe
•-• r of thr win i u a- disro\ cm 1
my comrade.
come to ship and find myself more often
y the man
who wen: "lit and found it blew.
But try well, started out with a mule and
I in the forecastle than in the cabin.
took
some water and found him. but it
Phy.-idam- -ay it romnine- ai! thr di -ideruta. ,»l : it's ,dl the same to me.
every ferruginous ton!
prr.-eribed i.y *v • y\ \ rln.ol
"1 never was shipwrecked nut once, 1 the poor fellow a long.spoil to come round
of medieinr.
Brown
Iron Bitterand then I had a mighty narrow escape. all right.
a
lie'
man in 11101 it at i-m
Wny i- -i 1 r11 dog
“Once I belonged to a big ship that put
We
Indies.
; It was down m the West
a thin rur.
into tjueenstown w ith a cargo of wheat
were hound out from New York,and somel.:t,:ie- u lx. 1:;i\ .■ u.-ed \\ In nl Bill*
-av IhVy an
how the skipper got out of his reckoning. from ’Brisco. Our orders were lbr Antwonderful in c.i-»-- of mrv••*;- 1*1 *i 1 ifv and other
! had
; 1 was at the vv heel
troubles of the -» \.
along in the lii st night werp, and we got paid olf there.
1
of
and
my
plenty
money
paid
passage
of
there
was
no
and
sign
danger
''••ion- of -;.ring
win-, wm
.»• ^ratting
going | watch,
I was
on.
i tiu'ii. < mr watch turned in at eight bells. on a steamer bound for London
the only passenger, and I had the e ibin
I lit my pipe and talked with a man in
Mi- \. \ fiauk. IT.' We-I '! n oper 'll" 1. Bulla
ail to myself
We sailed in the exciting,
1o. \ \.,sa>- -Ii*' ha.- Used '1 11* Nt.'.s’ !T(
|i li:f lI the next hunk to me about getting into
< Mi- for h wir toothaehe and
neuralgia, and con| port b\ the end of the week. Then 1 and 1 came on board with a big demijohn
siders it the best thing she know.of ‘sehnaps,' as they called it there, and
; dropped off to sleep hut waked up in less
pain. I or-a! to 1: I!. Moody, Boils -l.
It was hard tolling which was
my cher.i.
hells.
There
was
a
noise
on
than
two
big
“People at the mint are working v Him--.' And :
the largest, the chest or the demijohn.
M
v.
-ee
en little of tin ii Work.
1
sa\
to
the
deck.
heard
the
skipper
I
‘luff, or else we are Next morning I called the steward and
A
Valuable Addition.
j man at Itthe wheel
i
took me about two seconds to got him to help me on with my bootBecause it i- beneficial to the -» alp and a ids to | gem;./
per-«mm beauty by restoring color and u-r.re to i get out of the forecastle door,
.lust then said 1 didn't want any bieukfast, but in
gra' or faded hair. is w in. Park* r‘- Hair Bali-am ia couple of minutes I collars the demijohn
we struck a ruck so hard that some of the
tie’ll a popular dressing.
came down.
Then the surf and drags it forward to the forecastle,
upper
spars
A famous !.:«•(■ bor-e i- named “Little Brown
j laid us over onto our beam ends, and 1 where the sailors and liremen were eating
He i- alway- full of spirit.
dug.
1 bore a hand to help them
1 Jut 1 could- breakfast.
found myself in the water.
"oinetime- a little assistance at the light tinie w ill
n't help keeping an eye on the forecastle clear away the stulf and they did their
enable the system to throw 'if ,,n attack which
might otherwise result in serious -iekne--. Aver s
door, only two men had come out of it level best to lighten the demijohn. Then
Pills should alw a>.- be kept at hand, and promptly
besides me. and there were four of my ; I went back to the cabin and took a few
taken for the relief of -light ailment-, hcl'oiv they
became formidable diseases.
shipmates still there, and the place was | pulls at the ‘sehnaps’ along with the
I drags out the demijohn at
of water.
I caught onto a I steward.
Young man, don't marry a “gilded butterfly." chock full
Marry a good-looking girl The butter will fly ta-t piece of timber that llnated me close to i dinner-time and goes into the forecasenough w hen you get to house-keeping.
There I clung tle, and 1 stood along on the. same tack
the weather-channels.
“ROUGH ON RATS.”
The cap- when supper time come. T hen the capwith the others till morning.
< lear- out rats, mice, roaches, tlies, ants, bedtain says the barque was too deep loaded tain found it out and raised a tow because
bugs, skunks, chipmunks, gophers. l-V. Iii uggi-ts
i told him 1
for that reef, and we could have cleared the men were all drunk,
In /.uni land the houses in-long to the women.
it with less cargo. Thinks 1, ‘old man. was an American citizen am! the Stars
I hi- saves a tran-fer in ease the man of the house
and Stripes would keep me from hating
i- about to
into bankruptcy
you ought to have thought of that on the
any foreigner take away my rights from
At
we
other
side
of
the
reef.’
daylight
SKINNY MEN.
lie
could see the shore two miles t.i leeward. me just for a little thing like that,
“Wells’ Health Hcnewvr” restore- heal till and
1 mustn't do it again, hut 1 said 1
cures
vigor,
IKspep-ia, Impotcmv, >e\ua! Debili- In a couple of hours out comes some na- said
Next morning I looked
ty. S I.
tives in ]m. ts and takes us off the wreck. would if 1 liked.
'‘Don’t you believe in a future life, in whjcli vv e
Next day the wreckers found the four at the demijohn, and found there wa'n't
shall renew the tie- that bind u- together merer''
to London,
men in the forecastle.
They had been more than enough to last me
“I do,’’said the hen-pecked husband sadly.‘‘hut I
don't want to."
drowned in their hunks.
W e staid on so I made up my mind not to call on the
shore five days vv ith the natives, who used American flag to protect me in I he enjoy
“BUCHUPAIB A.”
nient of my natural rights.
Quick, complete cure, all annoying Kidney, Blad- us well. Then we rigged a sail on a boat,
“Once I shipped lieie in New York on
der and Primin' Discuses. £1. Druggists.
and went along the coast, about fifty
miles, to a port where we found an Amer- a vessel that tinned out a ‘hard ship.'
Mining- projects are out of favor. People are -i<k
of the hole business.
ican consul. That time I went home, and The skipper was an old brute. He knocked down three men before we got off
on
the Wings,” -ay all who have made
“Healing
my folks tried to get me to give up the
u-c "f hit
Wm \it's B vi.vwi or W’n.i> oik.kin
sea.
At first 1 thought I would, hut then Sandy Hook, and 1 heard about his using
and by sue): use been cured of cough-, colds, bron1 got on a sort of a spree, and came down men like dogs till even 1 was frightened.
chitis, -ore throat, influenza or consumption. Tlie
The pilot had
prudent will alwnvs keep t hi standard reinedv hv
here to New York and shipped again lie- This wouldn't do for mo.
them.
got on the tug-boat, and that was about
fore the mast.
A boy who w as kept alter school for had ortho“Hut the hardest time ever 1 had was to cast oil'. I got over in the mizzcn chan
graphy excused himself to hi- parents tc. savinghe
I heard of a good job in nets as if to stand ready to let go the line.
once on shore.
wa- .-pell-hound.
No one was looking, so 1 jumped onto the
some salt vv irks down along the coast of
What Everybody Wants.
The cover was oil' the coal hole, so
1 thought I’d stay on tug.
lower California.
Is a reliable medicine that never docs any harm
shore a spell, sol went down there and 1 jumps down there. That afternoon I
and that prevents and cures disease by keeping the
stomach in order, the bowels regular, and the kid
hired out.
\Ve lived on a ranch pretty heard them make fast to a dock, and in a
neys and liver active. Such a medicine i- Parker's
well tip on a knoll, near the salt works, few minutes 1 climbed on deck and went
Linger Tonic. It relieves every ease, and has cured
1 thought I’d try a month or
thousands. See other column'. [Tribune.
and there was a nice spring at the bottom on shore.
of the knoll. This was the only water two on shore then, so 1 got my boardingThere are many men long on stocks who are short
on their bank accounts.
lie got me in
That’s about the long and
in that part of the country. The land master to find me a place,
short of it.
as night watchman in a tea warehouse.
was almost as barren as a desert, except
A Y KB’S S A KSA P A HI LI. A operates direetlv uphere and there were clumps of brush- I served them honestly here in all but
on the blood to remove impurities,
ii also restores
1 would lay out a paper
wood.
A trail ran to a settlement about one little thing
! the bi< o.j leaking organs to
healthy action, causing
on the floor and shaken few chests of tea
off.
one
we
miles
Saturday
got
forty
them to strain out from the blood, reject a ml ex pel,
over it.
Enough tea came through the
some money and got n lift to the settleall poi.-onou- elements.
It i- :u-t vvhat yoiji want
cracks to make up quite a little bundle.
ment on some mules going that way.
for a Spring medicine, superior to all others.
There were four of us, and we soon spent They didn’t have to buy tea at my hoardsold by all druggists.
A-k for A Y KH’.'i >AH>.\our money.
.Monday morning we started ing-house, and the boarding-master was
and
do
not
he
l’AHlI.LA,
peisuaded Intake any 1
W c had two Imttles good enough to lower my board for me.
»ack for the ranch.
other.
six
for
Price, si ;
bottles
S-».
|
“I was out at. Australia in the gold
of whiskey and some cheese, and one of
San Francisco his a bureau for exchanging brie
times but I didn’t go to the mines.
Sail
We
us had a small pocket compass.
a-brac. This does away with the medium <•! the
went along the trail, hut a few miles out ors were scaice, and 1 got double wages
old-clothes man.
we opened the whiskey.
Then we went on a coaster lor some time, and I got a
Vacant Places
big sum ‘for the mu' to Bombay on a ship
over to a clump of brushwood to rest in
In the dental ranks will never occur if you are
particular with your teeth, and clean si? them
tlie shade for a spell. The one with the that had been waiting at Sidney for a
cve^v dev
with that famous tooth-wash, so/ODONT.
From
crew
When wo got out to Bombay 1 had
youth to old age ii will keep tin* enamel spotless compass began to fool with that, and
I lived like
and unimpaired. The teeth of persons who use
broke it so it was of no use to us, hut we about live hundred dollars.
SO/ODONT have a pearl-like whiteness, and the
a lord.
used to wear thin white
They
to
the
trail
all
right.
get
along
expected
gums a roseate hue, while tin? breath i- pijrilied,
and rendered sw eet and fragrant.
We had some more whiskey, and then suits there, and the lirst morning I got
11 is couiposed
of rare antiseptic herbs and is entirely free from
started back in the direction where we one, but Ihe next day it. was dirty, so 1
the objectionable ami injurious ingredients ofiTooih
Pastes, »Vc.
thought the trail lay. We walked an bought another suit and threw the old
ln|2.*l
I did that every morning for the
hniir. hut there was no trail to he seen. away.
Why i- ;t church lu ll more affable fban a church
three weeks I staid in Bombay, but I don’t
organ? Because one will go when it i- tolled, hut We then walked about a couple of hours
the other will he “blowed” li *st.
toward where we thought the ranch lay. think I had a clear head on me till after
I was on board a ship on her way home to
But we had lost the trail— that was sure
A Good Thing,
New York.”
[New York Times.
and
was
the
to
work
whiskey
beginning
special Telegram.
I have been using your Bax
( hie said that the last
Bloomville, N
out of our heads.
ter’s Mandrake Bitters to a very limited extent.
1
M nviol; Kltve's(Jimmison.
.'Senator l'rve.
time became hack from thesettlementhe
have taken live small doses, and il has done me
more good than all the medicines 1 have taken in
could see the moon rise light over the of Maine, has a bouncing grandson about -is
old.
This
the last four months.
years
C. II. Wktmoki:.
youngster frequents the reportranch, and if we waited till night, and ers'gallery when
he is not worrying the old
Special Telegram.
started toward where the moon rose, we’d gentleman %\ ho runs the elevator b'v ringing the
Holland, Midi.— Please send me one dozen bott les
Sn we all lay down in a bell for him and running around the corner beDr. Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters. 1 never took any
get in till right.
fore the elevator reaches the door from which
medicine that did me so much good as this.
clump of brush and finished the whiskey. the
Ik v Tavi.ok.
bell sounded, lie is a bad boy, a vcrv had
A little before dark we saw the moon
Price, 25 cts. per bottle.
boy. lb- will bounce up on the desk beside you
rise, sind started in that direction all and point out Senator Frye with the v ery \ ig“What is the national lisliery question?" pomp
ously exclaimed an orator; and a squeaking voice tight; but when the moon got up a piece orotts remark : “That's my grandpa. The man
with his hands in his pockets is my grandpa."
in the audience responded, “It i~, Have you got a
we couldn't make out exactly where site
bite?”
The newspapermen in the gallery have a good
had risen, so we got out of our reckoning
deal of fun with the youngster. 'To-day TaskRose Cold and Hay Fever.
again. And we couldn't guide ourselves ed him : "Does yourgrandfatherever pfav with
Messrs. White A Burdick, Druggist-, Ithaca. N.
by the stars, because none of us knew you “I’lav with me he said : "you bet he
’i
I can recommend Ely’s Cream Balm to relieve
We felt don't, lb' don't know how to play.” “Does he
all persons suffering from Hose Cold and
Hay tht- lay of them well enough.
ever tell you funny stories I'" I asked, "lie some
Fever.
I have been a great sufferer from these
like giving the thing up, hut wo were
times tells me stories, but I never saw anv fun in
complaints; by using the Balm have had great refrightful thirsty, and the whiskey made them." And the youngster bounced oil' the
lief. 1 have recommended it to many of my friends
for Catarrh, and in all cases where they have used
us want water still worse.
We lay down desk and rushed out to fool the elevator man.
the Balm freely have heen cured. T. J\ kn.nk v, Dry
[Washington Letter.
tu sleep, but none of us could forget the
Hoods Merchant, Ithaca, N. V.
fix we were in. Tuesday morning we
Messrs. M m. Bust A Sons, Druggists, New BrunsMiss Drown, who is no longer young, was
wick, N. >J. Since boyhood 1 haw; been troubled
walked around for a few hours, hoping to chiding Miss Moire for her foolishness in carrywith Catarrh and Hay Fever, and have been unable
strike the trail, but it got so hot we had ing a parasol, which .Miss Drown said was useto obtain permanent relief until I used Elv’sCream
less and a
of affectation. "1 never carry
Balm, which has cured me. After a few days’ use to lay down in a
clump of brush and wait a parasol,"piece
1 could sleep all night. E. E. Cl.u ki nkk, New
she said. “No," replied Miss Moire,
for night.
When the moon was up, we got
Brunswick, N. J. Price 50 cents.
on
the
_’w_M
“people
shady side of life have no use
Apply Into nostrils tilth little linger.
up and walked toward the spot where she for them."

Alternate activity anti rest is a law of
nature, for every part of the hotly except
the heart and blood vessels, and for the
mind also.
This law can not be violated
without more or less baunful results,
whether they are noticed or not.
The
human stomach must have periods of rest,
or it will weaken anti finally fail.
It is
in one sense the gristmill that supplies
the whole body with nutriment.
I'he
mill keeps to work its long as there is anything in it to grind. An ordinary heavy
meal requires 1 to 5 hours for being dissolved. and sent out to th- system; in
weak stomachs more time is needed.
Then the stomach wants quiet ami test
of iit least an hour or two to recuperate
itself, during which the other (tarts of
the hotly and the mind may lie active, \s
a tule, not loss than six hours should in
tervene between meals.
A lunch of any
kind, even milk itself, if put into tlie
stomach before it has disposed of the pro
vious meal, ami n sir*/. i.s harmful. I .unciies between meals, nibbling at cake, candy.
fruit, at anything that must he digested,
keeps tlte stomach at work, and robs it
ol rest absolutely needed,
liven beer
and sugared di inks have to lie digested,
file feeling of faintness, ot ••goneness"
experienced in the hay or harvest field,
usually comes from the disturbance of a
hearty breakfast or dinner that, liy reason
of hard work and depressing heat, is still
undigested. The lunch quiets it. but partially unfits the stomach for attacking the
next meal. the best way > to do
the lunch: stop wnik when too weary to
go further, and icstat least 15 or go imin
utes before taking food; then rest a little
more and gradually push on to one’s full
measure of strength.
Attention to tlie.-e
matters will wonderfully
increase the
am.nut of wj>rk, meutal and physical,
which one ran accomplish during a y< ar.
or series of years.
American Agriculturist lor June.
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Memorial

member to have looked out and my eyes rested
Sketches of Army Life.
longest and most reflectively upon Arlington
SECOND SERIES.
XEMBER PEN.
Heights, where l.'qUOU Union dead lie in serried
I8KJ.
ranks, a tremendous installment of the Nation''
I.EE's
SI
RUES
DEE.
A
similar
tills
host
the
National
After some preliminary remarks Mr. (iood- redemption.
cemetery at Gettysburg, another at FredericksThe
12th
of
was a memorlSt»r>,
day
April,
enoiigh said
burg, and many others in the vicinity of great
In studying tlie trend of civilization ami tile battle lields: the uncounted victims of Ander- able one to the First Division of the old Fifth
history of political movement in our country we sonville and Libby are piled together iu common Army Corps, for upon that day the army of
are impressed with the
fact that the causes trenches: while all over the land, iu the ceme- (ieneral Leo
stacked its arms, and the above
teries of cities and towns they are numbered by
w hich culminated,first, in the war of the Revolution and the declaration of Independence.and scores in each. The exact aggregate is unknown, named division was the one designated by (i< n.
see nd in the war for the
preservation of the but it must approximate closely to half a mil- (irant to receive the surrender. The morning
lion who wore the blue. It was much the smaller
l nion and the emancipation of the slaves, had
dawned clear and warm. At an early hour the
their inception at periods far anterior to the half who went down in the smoke and din of
regiments were prepared to fall into line. Mabattle,
between the discharge of the first gun
great crises which chiefly arrest attention.
The two principal of these causes I propose against Fort Sumpter, and the surrender at Ap- jor (ieneral J. L. Chamberlain wa> in command
briefly to trace and sketch at this time. There pomattox. This number is tripled and perhaps of the division. Before nine o'clock the troops
is a sense in which it may justly lie said that the quadrupled by premature deaths caused by the
were in line, our brigade, consisting of nine old
Revolution and the struggle for the subjugation hardships and exposure of the soldier's" life.
Hut while we cannot arrive at an exact aggre- regiment*, being in the advance.
of the Rebellion which broke out in INtil, began
Anxiously we
in an obscure Lincolnshire village in England. gate of the killed in battle and the prematurch
waited for the appearance of the rebel army.
dead
from
the
exhaustion
were
of
wounds
a
who
landed
at
and
hardThey
peculiar people
Soon we saw a gray column of troops advancing
Plymouth. Dee. 22d. 1(120. A dozen years be- ships. we know that it caused a terrible thinning
fore. Hies,, plain English farmers and working- out of the ranks of the best and bravest of our through the valley at our right.
A thrill of exmen. who had '(
painted from the church of citizens: we know that it must be a consecrated citement ran along the line and exclamations like
England, and paid for their conscience in reli- soil, indeed, to which has been consigned such the
following—-“There they are," ‘‘The Johnnies
gion by bitter and increasing persecution, found a % ast army of heroes: we know that the li\ ing
life intolerable in tin ir native Lincolnshire, and comrades of the dead defenders of the l niou are coming." “The Confederacy lias found its
would be unworthy of themselves if they failed last ditch." were
resolved to escape it even at the cost of expatriwhispered among the men.
ation. They were not permitted to flag in their to preserve the memories of those with whom
Before their ad\ aiiccd line reached our column,
purpose, for they were hunted by a venomous they stood shoulder to shoulder iu decisive mohatred to the las? moment.
every man was in his proper position, and we
Their misguided ment' and timesof peril; we know that the heart
countrymen little thought that they were thus of the citizen of whatever place or degree which stood like :i blue wall at a “shoulder arm*.
preparing for England's future humiliation, and does not to-day throb with grateful memories of a*
they marched in our front. There was a
planting the seeds,>f an empire that should more the patriotic dead, is unworthy, almost to disthan rival the greatness ,,f their own. Rut in
loyalty : we should be a recreant" people, indeed, space of some four rod* between us. Who
il we did not heartily respond to this memorial
the wise providence ,,f (tod such was destined
their column bad advanced the length of cur
to be the fact.
call, and unworthy of the saeritiee that has been line
That little band of harassed but
they halted, “front faced," and then w.
madi
in
our
behalf.
The
Puritans
I,,
blood
that
lirsi
Amsterhasdtvnehunyielding
escaped
stood two hostile armies in well l’ormeu line*
| dam. where they were free and safe. For a ed our soil would cry out against u-.
Wi have in our national experience a sublime with only that narrow space bitwicn us. <>ur
! few .ear- they supported themselves by the
labor of their own hands, and enjoyed their illustration of the Scripture doctrine titat •■with
commander, with the true courtesy ,.f a chivalout the shedding of blood there is no remission."
j religious freedom. Rut they could not work for In side
rous spirit, gave the command “present arm*,"
the
mission
tile
out
to
which they were called of
!
loyal dead, of whom we hate
j heaven, in Holland, and their thoughts turned been speaking, doubtless a fully equal number and we tint* *aluted our fallen enemies. They
fell upon the confederate side, who fought as returned the salute.
the New World, then so little known,
'I hen “ordered arms."
| towards
ini! so full of possibilities to these uai. hearted bran ly and most of them as conscientiously, a“Ii\ed bayonet*," “stacked arms," placed their
ami aspiring sons of Hriton.
After many dis- did the soldiers of the Union. Their lit cs must
j appointments, arrangements were Anally com- be counted in aggregating the cost at which our color* and equipment* pon !h« stacks thu*
pleted in Ill-ill. and a chosen band set -aii in tin* national sin was remitted. The foundation of l made. 'I’ben moved by th “right think." and
Speedwell, from Delfthaven. and joined the I our national frame-work was laid in the blood marched
sadly awa>. And thu* they came and
Mayflower at Southampton. Twice thev start- | of the patriots of the Kcvolution: and the com- i
ed. and twic* they put bn k. first to Dartmouth
pletion of its purpose of liberty was accom- | went until all that remained of the grand old
and then to Plymouth, and Anally I In* Mavtlovver plished at the cost of a million of lives within
army of northern Virgin’: had stacked their
our own generation.
So is it shown that all
-ailed aloin* with 102 •*,,,,mists."
Vh! what a
\W had a must \<- Unit opportunity to
arms.
I
to
that
little
are
b\
human
freight
leaky
purchased
shallop carried:* ir was great gains humanity
im less than the destinies of an <
mpire ! Main sacrifice: and -o are we given a hint of how we review these Southern tro, ps and notice their
a
magnificent and more prctcntmus craft lias must keep and extend tile advantages which wpeculiar traits. As a rule they were tall, thin,
« rn--. d
the ocean. hut n«*ver since ha* tin* Atnjoy. And so long as we do honor to the men spare men. with
long hair and heard of a tawny
who made the utmost sacrifice in our country's
iantic borne upon its ho-oin sin h a burden of
hope. >uch a prophecy <»f progress, such a prom- behalf, there is assurance of the capability’of I red color. They were all clad in the uniform
sacritiee--the quality of patriotism which puts of Southern gray : m arly all were
! i"« ..f liberty and equal ty ! The old Spanish
very ragged
I
; galleons, deep laden with treasure, which the tlie integrity of the country and the rights of and
dirty. And tin broad brimmed, slouching
greed of avarice had wrung from a priniativc man above any merely individual comfort <>r
peopl< at the price of blood, bore no eompari gratification, is still vital and vigorous. Nut | gtay hats gave tln-m anything hut a soldierlv
'1 a. all t he lied a id na\ie> wbieii have
that I apprehend auotherand similartest of our appearance. A little fellow on
"on.
my left seeing
"inee proudly plowed her billows, hearing the
patriotism and power of >• lf-saeritiee. Vnotin r ho\v thiu and lean
were, muttered. “No
they
commerce of nation*, nr charged with the procan
not
arise
from tin- -nun- cause.
*tniggle
wonder we didn't kill more of them : either om
h etiou of the -anie. can scarcely be said to parWith Whittier we can say
allel the nmurcutnus signitienucc of the little
“blotted out! All within ami ill about
of them would split a mini** ball if it should
S'liall a fresher lift* begin.
Freer hivatli--- the
Mayth»wer. That was a blossom which even
strike him." Some of th brigades seemed to
l iiiverse, as it rolls its heavy wr-e
the trosts of 1 >e, ember could not blight.
From
be well discipline
On the bead and buried sin."
and marched in a
r\ ,uinit have ripened the fruits of continental liberty,
I do not know that another struggle will never meudable manner, (ieneral Longstm t'- corps
1 andtlr \ igoroits progress of political movements
which must revolutionize tin* world.
des« crate our bortiers, and scatter woe through
s*
nnal to he in the I»< -t state of diseipiine of
At the time no human prescience t»uld have all tin* land, hut if it conn s it will owe it- origin
n tin
armv. while many of the regiments
lores, eii tin* l'* .-lilt.
any
Those poor and friendless to a different cause.
can
never
again
Slavery
exiles and separatists from the ehurcli were de- rise up and vex or affright us. That monster and brigade, s in as irn gular a manin r a-* if they
spised by t In ir countrymen, and their departure is dead, and for it there is no resurrection from had iu \er been drilled for a single hour. Tln-ir
w as
"tc. nied a fortunate riddance ; hut. neverthe soil which has been plowed b\ tin* eamnm
theless. they bore with them tin seeds of a great
••hot and watered by the blood which it cost to arms were of all designs and patterns: many of
n iti* n and a gr« at s\ stem of go\ eminent.
thciu w» re of Knglish make, and had been
You destroy it. The sword cut away tin* dreadful
i- nn niber that their lirst landing was on
Indeed,
(‘ape » xereseence and healing lias conn*.
doubt less smuggled through the blockade by
1
od where they founded a democratic ■governfrom no probable cause i- war likeh to arise
the Knglish blockade runners. Th* colors were
ment by tin* famous compact of the Mayflower:
again in our land, while Mo/ live wln», like
and w in n a few Weeks lain* they landed at
yourselves of tin* (iraml Army, know what war all stained by >torui and many of them torn t«»
Plymouth and began a permanent colony, they means who have partieipaied tin- desolation shreds. Some were elegantly mounted upon
began also the work tln v laid the foundations that lies behind its proud pageantry.
rieldy ornamented stall'", while otic i'" were
of tin political system, which culminated in tin*
1 have spoken of the Confederate dead.
1
d< cl a ration of Independence and tin* war w hirh
fastened t'< rough poles.
It was <juit an aliencould feel no hesitation in doing so in tinesiablisned the same, tin* federal compact and
presence of a Post of tin* (iraml Army of the
ing scene to see some of the \ arums color guards
« onsiiimion of the state-, and
which finally, alIii the heart of tin- Pimm soldier
lb-public.
as tin y were about to leave tlie old
tlags they
im*"i a century later,throttled and destroyed the 1 then- is no
lingering jealousy of tin- men who
I an!agoiii"t system w hich w as founded, almost at
so
resolutely confronted him during four long had tarried so long and defended*" bravely,
the -aim* time, far t<- the Southward, along tin* years of war. Such
jealousy, if it -till exists, turn and tear small pier, from the old banner
ri\• i" of Virginia.
Thus within two eeiituuic" must be sought in a different quarter.
Tin* two and
hastily put them in their pockets as if tearand *! half. 1 lie germ of empire w hich tin* May- armies learned to respect each ntherou the well
How. r brought to these shores, spread it" aegis
fought field, where tln-y desperately clieounter- ing our otlieei's would forbid them doing it if
of liberty over a wide domain, extending from
* <1. and there is no
disposition on the part of the they saw them. Many a brave Southern soldier
lie Vtlantie l" tin Pacific, and from Jin* great
survivors, to restrain each tin otln-r from doing Mimed that
day with tearful eyes from the old
lakes to tin* gulf, after having trodden jut,, tin
all titling honor to the memory of their fallen
colors they had he.ed so w'el.. and for which
dust forever tin hostile system which it bad so comrade*, '*iich narrowness alom- ran characlong confronted.
terize those who never bad the courage to
No «*«>nv« r‘hey had saeriliecd so nim h.
1 have thus hinted at tin* otln r cause to w hirh
-boulder a musket ortln* magnanimity to forgiv
sation was allowed l-twmi tin two armies
1 alluded a nmm nt ago. as one of tin• two prinan enemy.
Tin* memorial honors, sueli as \\
cipal causes of tin* great historic struggles upon an* prompted to render to tin* memory of »»ur as tic surrender wa" being made, hut orcaA mere an soil, especially of that "trugglc in
patriotic dead, and such as tin citizens of tin sioiially a pit a-ant won; would bo exchanged,
w hi. li tin In roc- wen* sacrificed whose
whilome Confederacy, but now again our felmemory
t Mu* division that
vs«
luol cm-mntered mi
we
honor
!
low-citizens ami countr\ men, will render to the
to-day
several dilt'eren- lieltls of hat!I* halted, in our
< oiitcderate dead, will not tend to
It was a ditt'crcnt motiw and a diflerent ela»
perpetuate
front, and a" tin y w rp stacking t heir amis t hey
"f people which colonized \'irginia. 'ITie motive difference- or renew discord and hatred. « m
tincontrar\
we
honor
as
\
tlnm
tin
honor us
is sketched in the play of ••Kastward Ho,*’writlearm d what division we belonged to. and om
lor minim moratmg their virtue- ami decoratten ni h;o... in which ><*agul -ays, **| tell thee,
of them cried in a jocose mann r: “Well, old
gold i' more plentiful then* than' copper is with ing tiieir graves with the ih»vvcr< which are
emblematic of our affectionate remembrance.
fellows, we ha\e met you again.”
And thus
iis. and for as much red
a>
I
can
copper
bring
That the “lost cause” was a mA-Ww.
vea.
1*11 !»a\ •• thrice t In weight in gold.
the day passed until they had all surrendered.
Why, man. a
and
wicked
cause
doenot impair tin
wrong
all their dripping pans are pure gold, and all the
chains with which they chain up their streets
quality of courage and patriotism of those who W« had received them with every courtesy
...
ui ii.and gave to it tln-ir “lives, tin ir
tbil! could possibly he e\t aided hy
victorious
are ma»i\e gold, all the prisoner?*
they take are loriinn-s and
tln-ir .-acred honor.” \\
kinw
lettered in gold.” It w as the lust of gold which
and with a >ingl< cxccpii.m not an unarmy,
colonized Virginia: like the marauding con- that upon the I’nion side true patriotism was
":v i! word had been spoken t«»
enlisted, and we know that magnanimity iany otlic.T «»r
It was a motly
<pit >ts of Mexico and Peru.
following which the historic .John Smith and eharaeteristie of the patriotic heart- a magna- private in the whole army not a single word
his associates landed at Jamestown May Kltli,
nimity which N ready to overlook a fault or *r act that could add to the humiliation of their
forgive a wrong: and the men who should connHi* *7.
Tin v were principally desperate adw nturers of a low typi and of freebooting proeli\respectively from tin- gruu-s of I'nion and < oii- position. Tlsat single exception was this; A
federate dead would the most cordially clasp
iti* s. with which London was swarming at the
Brigadier < icm-ral came riding in at the head of
hands
across the
tine and certainly wretched material for the
“bloody chasm,” yea. unit in hi' brigade and attracted The attention of all
a
no
that
chasm”
now r< main- :
tiirming
“bloody
founding of a state, yd somehow they became
lb was a small, thin man with a red face mid
that the American Flag now wave-owr a unitin* progenitors of many of the /■’. /■' Lb <■/
ted
Thenis
in all this to shrill, sharp voice. The point of attract! >n was
'Cm.,-/,
//.'
country.
W
nothing
ell has it
i.-/
It will
bc» u ad\ i'cd not t«* trace the ancestral line too
perpetuate sectionalism and animosity
that his uniform was all of tin • oiifi derate color
far, l«st it be L und attached to thearm of a gal- be regarded as a just and fitting recognition of witli the <
\eeption of his coat, which w as the
lows or the com eiiicnt limb of a tree.
courage and constancy upon cither -id*•; and
Lnion bine, sueb as was worn by our own ofPr« vioiis attempts to colonize Virginia had cat'll would despise the other if it w as vv it hheid.
We shall always lie a worthier and nmr patriutti rly failed, and the story of this is tiie history
tJccrs. lie tode a large, powerful horse, and
otic people for the memories of our «1 : d vv hich
«*f a doubtful struggle for several years. These
looked like a grim, soured, passionate man. W<are embalmed in our hearts, and for the honor
colonists bad not come to work to subdue tin*
which we annually do them upon Memorial
quickly detected the fact that he wa> not adforest and redeem the soil but to rob some rich
but defenceless ivoplc. and enrich tlicnisdvt ~. day. All the heartburnings are forgotten, or
mir'd by bis men.
l in y halted in our front,
-0011 to be forgotten, and
1 >i>api»ointi d in this they slowly and reluctantonly Hu- common pride ; ml tic- oiticer
the necessary order* t<*
gave
of
a
valorous
ancestrv
will
remain.
ly adopted more legitimate methods.
have placed them in the proper position to r<
It is to be hoped that a similar occasion tor
We haw no present interest in tracing more
minutely tin* early history of this colony, now patriotic observances will in var again arise, eeive our salute. But their lines wen not
that wars dread alarms will never again be
that we have discovered its character, until W'c
as promptly
alr d sir i. aiid
bean’ in the land : but many arc iimrcdulou- of ••dressed up”
conic to Hd!*. which was signalized by tin* landwith much profanity he ahu>e.l the men tor
the
I confess to a
permanent reign of peace.
ing of a cargo of slaves, a most ill-omened
freight, and darkly prophetic of disaster and re- want of confidence that the day of peace lias al- being so tardy in their movements. I imagine
tribution in tin* future!
ready dawned which shall no more be shadowed
Ab! what a different
they had borne much of this from him !» fore
system wa> that which was taking root in the by the clouds of vvar; but 1 would not put the
comparatively fertile soil of Virginia, to that glad period so far away as does the Fnglish but they now lvmemhcred that the war vva*
w hich a year later was established'in Massaelme-sayist who quotes the legend of ( 'eyIon con- over, and that th power of his authority was
set!>.
The mtipodi s arc not more remote from cerning a granite pillar six feet square and eigh- broken, and lire Hashed from their
eyes in reteen
feet high, which an angel, wearing a robe
each other heaven and hell are not more unsponse. as several of them m a most tauntThe one stood for liberty and the inalien- of light, as jf wov en from zephy rs, v isits min
like.
I
in a hundred years, just brushing it with the
able rights oi mar.: tin* other is the synomvn of
ing manner replied t*» him, **<> ye>. you are
hem of her garments in passing. Century by
despotism a Pandora’s Pox. of universal evil. ci
brave enough nov
but you was never >o mar
It was not possible that these two systems could
ntury these visit- arc to be repeated until tinAnd with
pillar is thus worn to dust. About that time, the Yanks befur* in your lit' .”
exist in proximity without conflict! deadly and
| nn i*eilcs>, until one or the otIn r was
ihe essayist thinks that wars may end.
Hut 1
this greeting, to which he could not well reply,
exterminhave a better hope than that.
A- softly and
ated. We know win and bow the decisive
lie rode to the right of his command. Wlu» is
know what it cost, and we
sweetly as the visits of the angel, comes tin; struggle came: w<
heV \VL>,,
a hundred of tin curious Y:inke<*
do honor to-d iy to tin memory of tin* nu n who grace of Cod, and far more powerfully, wearing away the granite of our natures and sub- hastily asked, (icm-rul Henry A. Wise, the
laid dow n life itsi If the last and extremesf
sacrifice that liberty might no longer be a di<- stituting tin- disposition oi iovc, ami iong nanswered.
I* or a moment we could hanky
that inconceivably remote period, the time shall
! honored war !. hut glorious fact.
lid tin truth.
\\ • thought of brave
eompreh.
come “when tin- race of Adam shall form a uniThe Puritans are
standing refutation of the versal
old
the
Cod
John
Brow
n
of
the
and
it
maki
that
no
family,
acknowledging
difference
Kerry. < >f the
what
one
beHarper*
fallacy
universe as Father and every child of mail a(bwernor of the old liominion that
i lie\es if In* only'acts right, and an equal illusimperious
brother,” “when one law -hall govern all natration of tin* fad that pronounced convictions
had ordered his xecution. And here was the
tions. tongues, and kindreds of the earth, and
; arc sure to result in determinate and vigorous
that
law -hall be the law of love.”
same old (e iieral surrendering his command t<>
It
was
the convictions of tin* Puritans
I action.
Rut 1 would not speak of vvar as an unmi\ed
i which madi them irreconcilable Independents
a
Yankee army. The mills of the («ods may
Its dread surgery has cut away manv a
in religion, and uncompromising sticklers for evil.
but usually the work is done efthe rights of c uscioiico and tin* rights of man. diseased member of the body politic, and saved grind slowly,
It is significant that they owe their name to their nations from the doom of death. This is Unfectually. But our men could not let the opporcommon story of nations.
Our Republic was
in worship
persistent demand for
tunity pass without tiring a f< w sliots at the hotand / <•■/./ in life.
This unveils the character of born amid the throes of vvar and launched on
headed old Virginian, and In was greeted with
it- proud career. It is ev ident beyond question
tlic>c people. With this hint alone we could
such exclamations as tin following, which must
that civilization commerce, art. manufacture
forecast the work which they would do, tin sort
and the rights of man were immeasurably prohave grated somewhat harshly upon his ears:
j of governmental system which they would
frame. There was sure to be conscience in tin* moted by the war of the Revolution. To the
Who hanged John Brow nr” •Where did you
vvar
of
ihe
Rebellion
we
owe
more
than
the
work and a rigid regard for the rights of all.
steal your coat••Hang him on a sour apple
They wen* thoroughly imbued with the w ry preservation of the Inion and the death of
-la wry, t hough it is an inconceivably gloriotn
essence of democracy, and it is now
tree!” “Shoot him, shoot him. shoot him!' and
no marvel
that the compact of the Mayflower furnished t liingthat liberty's opportunity has been grander
if there was a disgusted looking man that rode
that the stigma of fraud has been era-cd
I In* substance of ail
subsequent republican or- since:
from the surrender at Appomattox that day it
from our nation's brow', and we have become
ganization.
indeed a nation of free men; but in addition t<» is safe to
* 'Uitiimallv reinforced a< tin
say that it was c.\-< iovernor Wise.
y were by tin*
that it gave the usual opportunity to commandcoming of others from I heir native land of like
When they stacked their arm* they marched
both
in
the
civil
and
the
ing
ability,
military
sentiment with themselves, they gave permaline.
A galaxy of great names grace the era n‘f to our headquarter*, where they signed their
nent direct ion to the
system of organ izat ion and our trial,
of which had been unknown,
many
parole of honor, and then rapidly departed to
government which was ultimately to prevail
and otherwise would have continued unknown,
their homes, and on the day following there
; over all the land. They were men of determininvi
ut ion. agriculture, and manufacture were
ate conviction and
purpose, and they had the
a rebel soldier to be found upon
was scarcely
stimulated
to
meet
the
abnormal
'•‘Mirage of their com ietions. Hence they show- immensely
consumption and destruction which war occa- that historic lie Id where (.» neral Lee had sur» «l a hold front
always a bold front to England sioned.
When the war ended and a million
wlnn tin* exactions and aggressions of the
rendered.
men returned to the tields of
industry there
mother country became unendurable; the RevMuch work remained tor us to do after
followed an instant plethora in almo-t every
olution began in Massachusetts, however tin*
the necessary readjustment has only
tin* rebels had left, in gathering up tile Mores
declaration of Independence vva< adopted in line, and
now been fairly accomplished and
brought us and munitions of war. Lilies wen scattered
Philadelphia, and the first bloodshed was Puri- to tinbeginning of a period of unexampled
tan blond
and a bold front to slavery when that
upon t lie ground in every direction in the w oods
We arc a vastly more capable
institution became domineering, and attempted prosperity.
people than we were twenty years ago, ami a where the rebel army badeiieamped. We found
to crack tin* driver's whip over Northern hacks
lasting impulse has been given i<» our national where whole battalions had stacked their arms
as well as over Southern slaves.
Sonic of tin*
progress. Manhood rates higher and there is
boldest and most outspoken anti-slavery men in
more of it.
These are facts, and we are thank- and scattered lor their homes without taking
tin* last generation wen* lineal descendants of
ful for them, although they afford no apology
any part in the surrender, or even signing their
the Puritans: and it was tin* Puritanic idea emfor the wastes and tin-woes of vvar which truly
paroles. There is hut little doubt hut what
bodied in civil government and represented by
tin* sons of tin* North which met and overbore beggar description. They do not make us tinthousands went in this manner, which, if
many
less
for
long
enduring peace, nor Un‘Mi the
bloody tiehls of tin* South tin* antagonist less ardently
added
to those who marched in and stacked
resolve
to
cultivate
the
earnestly
things
s\ st• m which bad one
year the start in tin* race
their arms, would have swelled Lee's army in
for empire, with tin* immense advantage of cli- which make for peace. We who suffered from
the terrible exactions of vvar. want no more
mate and soil.
I do not propose more in d<#iil
the aggregate to more than lift) thousand na n
of it.
to trace tin* expansion of these
antagonist syswho actually surrendered on the nth of April.
Nor will there be more of it. unless we are
tems. Sutliee it that, when one had spread its
asaulted from without, if we continue in
It was a wearisome and thankless task for us to
light and promise over tin* Northern half of our rudely
the spirit of loyalty and fraternity which finds
gather up those guns and carry them a longdiscountry and tin* other had east its black pall
at
the
of
our
dead.
expression
graves
martyred
over tin* Southern, it became evident to tin* more
We do well, therefore, to hold in grateful re- tance to a place where they could be transportconsiderate and far seeing among our citizens
membrance the sacrifices and the sacrificed, ed to Washington. We were tired and footthat a deadly struggle for supremacy must he
we were preserved from dismemberson-.
We had divided our rations with the
joined sooner or later. It came sooner than whereby
ment, anil assured a grand and prosperous fuwas
but
not
too
generally apprehended,
soon,
rebels.
The railroad bridges had bet n destroyture.
can
it
but
our
own
unNothing
prevent
for already tin* power and resources at the comworthiness.
May the degenerate sons and ed so that trains could not run. The condition
mand of each were* gigantic. The system which
daughters never be born who would tamely of the roads made it almost
was borne to these shores
impossible for wagon
by the Mayflower ami surrender the priceless
advantages which have
laid its foundations in justice, triumphed: the
been secured to us by such infinite sacrifice, or trains to roach us. Our rations had been exsystem which began its career in Virginia and
permit the proud structure of libertv and jus- hausted and we were almost famishing with
marked its progress for two hundred and fifty
tice to crumble into ruin. Knther tlfnn the old
years in tears and blood, outrage and despair,
hunger. Foraging expeditions were made, hut
ling should be dishonored, or curtailed of a
was ground into the
dust; the declaration of single foot of the domain that is now covered the results were scanty. A little beef was seIndependence was consummated at last, and
by tile a'gis of its glory, let the crimson tide cured, hut it w as poor and tough, and also so
America was free throughout all her borders.
again be opened, and the breasts of America's tainted with
Rut what a ransom it was which was exacted
garlic that it was almost impossible
sons bared again to the storm of war.
for liberty which had so
long been hound and
to eat.
We had nothing to season it with, hut
captive in the house of its friends. It footed up
would broil it on the coals, and then endeavor
thousands of millions of treasure and hundreds
of thousands of lives. From the dome of the
to imagine it was a most luscious article of
A prudent man concealeth knowledge; but
I f'apitol at
Washington a few years ago 1 re- the heart of fools prociaimeth foolishness.
food. Hut this supply was soon exhausted.
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corn

had been fed to the liorses and mules, and where
had been trodden into the

ground by their
gathered up. washed,
and then parched, and were eaten with greedy
appetites. Officers and men alike suite red terribly with hungri. \t-iuv relies were carried
from the field. The historic •■apple tree" was
some

feet. These kernels were

The first time that I saw it tin

all carried oft'.

just cut it down- a tree some twelve
inches in diameter, with a straight, smooth
trunk and largo wide spreading top: the second
time that 1 passed that way the trunk had all
disappeared and a number of the hoys were at
had

men

work upon tin* branches; the third time.trunk,
branches, and even the roots had all disappeared. Carbines, sajbers. and pieces of rebel tlags
also carried away, and many of them. I
are still
preserved in tie- soldier'

were

presume,

family

sacred reminders of that

:is

All of

pomattox

bloody

war.

assoeiat ions with the rebels at

our

of the most

were

pleasant

Ap-

character.

Great care was taken by our soldiers not to
wound tli»*ir feelings, and they exhibited their
words,

gratitude by many pleasant
Loo, Longstreet, and (iordmi

(ienernls

all favorite**

were

in the rebel army.
But lin y mo.-t bitterly dcnouneed Jefferson Davis, and attributed many
of their disasters to him.

Tln>.-e Southern sol-

patient, brilliant soldiers, and
they or their descendant ai

diers were brave,

we hope that if
again etdled to stand

in the ranks of war tln

will be marshalled under tin >'ar- and

-brip.
they display tin -aim- bravery in ii- defence that they showed under the •■Stars and
bars." our country will b proud of its defenders.
Tin y had lo>t all by tin war. but tin \ accepted the situation gracefully. and have won
success and pr >sperify by ir lustr\ and toil. !’*•
*.

and if

all siudi. the survivors of the old Arm> of tin
Potomac wish a hearty (b.dsp'-od.
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;ir
Ml'. Shelton. "!
in:1 < l.ira «
Iroilue. .1 hr.
in!.» « aiih'riiia in I".
The liexvspapei*s.*i < nvpou 'land m t h* j■ nd
inp sitltVap- amendment; t v\ m;•-' hr- in fa x.»r.
iix e opposed and fniir neutral.
Ihventy-tix \\ >nien pliy'i' iaji' \x o i.*-'k par:
in the military op- rati ui' «»f Kii"ia in lv77.
have he,-n decora!* <i by tin- tnp. r«»r with the
order of sr. siani'ia* -f i!i- I:; •! la--.
i>r. A. ( I»11.-!\e| has n
-mini'll d V
self ]»f *i«—>iimallx in <»akiaml. » a... la'
a
practical teacher of natural T.'.ory and hi.d -ax
doth ela-' are in a pr<»'j»• r- m e nidit nm.
A coinuiitter of txvo from t!c I ri.
a \\
mail's Club called on Mayor I. >\\ r■
i:’ !\ and
i'
e t i I 11;
a 11i 11 p o\
presented llilll XX it ll
w
'ipuatur* > a'kinp tin appointm. n:
men on tlie board of e.lm-at ion.
Mrs. I.. Id Id!i -t i- a y.-tnu x\ a »vx !< a a : a
two children to support and edm-a*:
,:nd instead of sin inp doxx n and i hdup at h- r fat.
she ha hrax e!y 'tepp d
aid :! :d j 11 la
1 atli* s’ faucx >hoe -a.p :i i '.a, :■ -n. I.
d !' Ml
Ml'. Nellie (ira •-ra;
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r
h 11 ml reds ol airb .pialiii- d ;■> arn a .■!;.’• a
hie income by this kind of xvork. On- woman,
for example, reci-ix»-s cm[>lox nieiil from a manufacturer of pas-tixtutv' and chaml* 1 i. r-. a:
salary of three ihousand dollar' a y< ar; another
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Temperance
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Mr. Darwin drank one gla--. of w hie daiix. i‘d
tlie doctor- urging him to drmk a- a ur< for
giddiness, hut a Iii11«* while before hi- death h
expressed the opinion that h- would ha\e h n
hetter without it.
The republicans of Indiana an taking derided ground at their count} com ent i<m< in favor
of the submission of the prohil*i <n\ amendment to tie
people. No indorsement of prohibition is given, hut the demand is mad" that
t lie people -hall have ill
1 ibert \ to «l« iid- this
question for theuiselxe-. The democrats propose to refuse the people this right.
The < onneetieut democrats, it i- report' d, \x ill
make opposition to the temperance law- pa--i d
at the last session of tin
Legislature tin main
issue in the coming campaign. ’The republicans,
while not disposed to be put upon the defensive,
will not object to meeting this issue, and have
no fear of the result of an appeal to the people
on the question of eontroling the liquor trallie.
The W ashington correspond! nt of the < im innati Knquirer (Dein.) telegraph- that journal
that the Democratic party in Ohio will male a
grave blunder if it goes inio tin* campaign as the
advocate of free rum, reiving on the <;. rmau
vote for victory.
Hi* estimates that e\e» if
gMl.000 (b rinan Republicans should vote with
tin- l>enioerats.the Republican candidate- would
still be elected, and he makes the sensible suggestion that tli!1 work be done now ami the hurrahing lift until after the victory is won.
<

Maine

Matters.

A

Mi ’Moriai. i».v\

\t

memorial service was held at the State
Prison at rhomasion on the :>0th ult.
A
ei rn
-pomlent of the Hath 'Times says of the
Without
prisoners.
exception the) were
thov .ogjdy decorous, and 1 am informed this
'■'■rvice was not an exceptional one in litis regal'd.
Among the convicts | noticed some
tae<
1 hail seen before. On the front seat
>al the giant body, ovitli the most singular
shaped head upon hi" shoulders 1 have ever
seen) of Preseott the Portland murderer, one
»d the most inmTensivc men in the prison, however.
Hack a seat or two sat tin burly form of
Smith th
Hiieksport murderer, a dangerous
looking custom* r and whoso eye tilis on with
some misgiving io say tin- least.
In the back
part of tin room, i noticed tin smooth face
and sleek appearance of Steadman, whilom a
preacher in hover, and an ardent admirer of
lhe eloquent hr. stori's of N. Y.
He carried
hi" respret fortliat iininl <ii\-i tie's opinions and
sentiments so far. that he often preached one of
hi" entire "* vinous. ami doubtless carried away
by hi" enthusiasm forgot t" give credit to the
actual writir. Practically he was also a propounder of tie* doctrine of plurality of wives,
and ha* two or more wives still living. On*
was pained to s,*,
there a number of young
men -mere boys
and some of th« m gradualof the Reform School.
1 fear from what
I
>aw
ami heard that Reform School intlu levs are not always conducive to good
habits ami morality. « Mie thing is certain, it is
friMju* nth only a preparatory step for a t* rm
of years at State Prison.
I he most desperate
character at tin-prison
Haines, was of course
not vis hie.
IP* i- serving out a sentence *»f
solitary confinement.
\

IX

CENTRA!

Lx-sem tary Rhum was piv*i nt at tin
Memorial exercises on tin* battle field of
< h t!ys!*urg. Ma\ do. aii>I made a short
speech.
Tlie llailroad <'omnii*sioncrs have reported
tin Knox A l.ineoln R. R. to he in good c* n«iit ion.
I’he graduating ela*> at Kent’s Hill consists
of IT student', distributed among the emirs* s
•I' follow': ladies college course, three: elassia 1. two; scientific, nine: normal. i\\«.:
musical. one.
Tin M. t
R. R. < •>. has issin d a mat little
| amphlrt entitled **The State of Main*- and It'
Resort'." li contain' a ii'i of summer excursion tickets issued b\ tin Maim ( entral
R. R-. and a good map of the road with the
connections w»'t and east.
A correspondent of tin* Lewiston Journal
tin*Is at Ri\ ersidr. ( alifornia. 1 \venly-om- Maim
families as follows: It. F. Aii n. Joim Alien. IT.
h. Rrown. h. Hatties. Mis. M. (
Call. J. IT.
Fuller, (.eolgr I >. < ai’Ictoll. H. >. hinsmor*-.
A. II. l>r\\ in. Mrs. M. !Tm« ry. W. 11. F< "* nden 'Oil *> 1 tin- lab- Senator 1- * ssenden) : < i. W
<iarce|on. >. It. .1. m-s. II. ]\ K< yes. Mr. Hack«
man. IT. R.
Hi* r*
IT. Packard. < T. Rice.
IT. II. Treat. A. s. Whit*. John Wilbur. J. A.
W ilbur.
Tin
xt\-second annual
"ion of tin* nn dica
selu•*J of Hnui'Wi'-k, closed May dl't.
1 w cut s -* iglit
diplomas were issued. Tinclosing :nidl‘cs* was by Jmlg: Symond' of
Portland, and was n most lini'li* 1 production,
w inning tin- highest
praise, hr. Kimball, of
tin class of In;i». prc*« nt*-I tin* school. in behalt of tb* Alumni, with a portrait of tin- la!«
William Warren (;r* <*m-.
Tin* Kr -e Hr*" says; it lia** been «le*-i*led to
lioi-l t’a fail of th* Km>\ Agricultural Soeiet\
at R*»* Uporl. (>«-1-*ber Jd. till and .*>th.
Ii is probabh* that th*- Spragm- property in
Augusta will be sold at public ami ion about tin1 't
I July, if not disposed of before!»y private
'al*.
A clear title ran m-w In given ill* purchaser.
The boat race beiw*-*-n tin- eki" crewm
*s|
'x» Pmwdoiu college w :m Won 1 »\ *N{: distall**
three niiies ; iiin«' 21. lo. 'The base ball mateli r*
suited How doiim 12: Tufts 7.
•
apt. Jacob Toothnker. oi N*»rtli Hoothbay.
has potatoes that stand 14 inchesjn height. have
been In****!, and promise an early liar.est ami
bountiful crop.
A rescript has hr. u received from tin- full
court sustaining tin box :i**«-s*.*d against the
Western l iiion T*-- graph 1 o. in lsso, ami
ordering judgment for the 't:11*• for tin sum of
iwenty-ti\** iiiiinlr*-*! dollars ami interest. \
"iiit i' aho pending against tin- International
T< lrgraph ( *>.. umler tin* same :.ct. Th* m*
eases have been prosecllb 1 b\ A11«»rn*-\ (b ie:
al lb nr> H. Chav*-', ami ar
of gn at importance to tin- state and iuvohe in principle
m»t onl\ th*- taxes against th* telegraph cmiifor tin- vt ar issu. but aho hr tin* \ ar
p a 11 i *
Ivsi am! 1SS2.
< ’bark
(«ra>. w ln» com mil *-*i a murderoii' i*'aultoiiJame' M<-( orri'oii I'ri*ia\ night week in
Ro*-klan*i
'eaji* *1 >atur*ki\ morning in e*»mf W.ist«i«-k. N. H,
pan\ with William For*!
h* put \ ^In-rilV ha vi' of \ inalliava n i rae. d th* m
1 ■1 Merchant's Island, w li* r
li* arn-'led I * *r< 1
aped.
Tin-day. <. ra>
A man mum *1 I'dw in I’aMt-n. of Water4, ilkw a* f* un* 1 dead in bis bed Saturday
igt *1
st. < um r < ommorning. II* wam a member
mamh r\. Knight' of Honor. uni <•! !•• sock ti«
in Wat* r\ ill*-. No cause ••.
sudden <1* a'li is
km»w'ii. a* lie ret in *! appan m i\ w ii.
<
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ship building; in popular educatemperance; in an economical, just and
a*li!iinistration of public affairs, are cor
ami

ti*m: in
clhi-icnt
•
the
li.tily invited to unite with the
State in -fleeting delegate- to this Convention.!
1 Vr t >rder of Republican State Committee.
\VM. r. FRYE, Chairman.
KKE1» V l>o\V. Secretary.

Republican-of

Hall, Portland. Tuesday, .lone Kith, fot.
fare for the round
formation with

trip. We give below inregard to transportation from

this

vicinity and sectionMaine Central Railroad:
Tickets for am
train Monday June J4lh. or Tuesday morning,
good to return on any train Wednesday. Thursday and Friday may he had tit one fare for the
round trip. A special train over this roatl will
leave liangor at an hour early enough to reach
Port land in season for the Convention, running
over the back route via l.i wiston.
Knox & Lincoln Railroad: From Rockland,
Thomaston and Warren, $4.5n, for round trip,
Wahloborough, $4.45. Newcastle and Damaviscotta. S4.no. \A iseassid, sl .75.
(iood same dateas Maine Central.
liucksport ,V liangor Railroad: same as
Maine ('entral.
Portland, liangor. Maehias ,v Mi. Desert
Steamboat cu.: From Roeklantl and ivturu.
$1.50, Castine and return. $4.50.
$3.00, South-west Harbor. .-7:1.50. liar Harbor.
$4.00, Millbridge. $1.00, .lone-port. $4.00. Maehiasport. $4.00. Ticket- good to return during
the week.
Boston & liangor Steamship Co.: Bangor to
Rockland and return, $1.50. Hampden to Rockland and return. $1.45, Winterport,$1.40, liueksport. $1.45. Seal-sport. Si.no. Belfast. s5 cents,
< amden, 45 cents.
International Steamship 1 o.: $4.50 for round
trip, Fast port to Portland. Tickets good to
return Wednesday or Friday of same week.
The steamers of this line will leave each end of
the route. Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays.
Floor and side galleries of the City Hall will
Itc reserved for delegates who will lie admitted
by tickets so classified as to seat town and county delegations together.
Delegates will obtain
their tickets of tin- members of the State Committee for their respective counties upon presentation of credentials on morning of Convention to the State Committee which will be in
session to receive the same in the Common
Council chamber at the City Hall.

Sedgwick.

The
The

Julius Chamliers. the New York Herald

cor-

ha- been fined $1,000

welcome to the manufacture of

clocks and lanterns: New

England

doubt

no

finds greato- profit in the production of other
\s to the competition w ith Hartford
armories the Enquirer itself admits that it is f

articles.

consequence "in l In-sc piping times of peace.”
'I he reference to New England as an agricultural region is unfair.
"Man shall not live bv
bread alone.” nor is w heal the sole test of agrino

capabilities. It might as well lx said
single county in Elorida raises more oranges than all of New England. Hut e\ en usto
w heat, the crop is a growing mi- in this section
and the a vet-age yield per acre i- not far from that
of the wheat grow ing regions of the Mb -t. The
j Enquirer has completely ignored our bay crop,
potato crop, anti other products, for which there
is a demand at remunerative prices. Again, as
to nteu. tile Enquirer is
illgoienl. It say s th< re
cultural
that

a

1

Coming Convention.

Republican

Portland on

Convention meets

Mate

Tuesday

next.

That it will be

largo and harmonious assemblage

we

assured, and that it- action will be

v* t*e w«*

it** reason

to

doubt. It will be

tion in tin- best

sense

and not in that of any
committed to

a

rxplndi

ring

people
or

a

take the men in

fully

are

Il is railed
of

faction.

the State,

tho-r

accepted by

‘‘Our

••

n

*

v

and

The Somerset

delegates, ami nowhere

id*-nee of dissension or

I be imiwr-a! «l«

-'r«*

a

and you will
England, i’ll is

putri-

Murch.”

llepnrter

Murch." the

"Our

man

has iliscoxoivd that

who

was

has there

factious spirit.

j

mnhcrkmd county- Col. Frederick Robie, of
(Gorham, and lion. \V. \V. Thomas, Jr., of
Portland.
A1 present writing it is impossible
<

*i*

rmim* which has the greater strength.
Many del* gat*- are unpledged and unin-t meted.
W bile Mr. Thomas will have a decided majority

t*i

i>

ance.

The Greenbackers

who

attended

When Governor Plais-

t"d unbosomed himself to "Dehr Sam" and declared with an airof conscious rectitude and the
tii inness of an ancient itoman that he
opposed
all trades and bargains, he had no doubt signed
and sealed his contracts with the Democratic
managers. Tim Democrats fully understand
the nature of this bait thrown out to catch
Greenback votes, and we venture to say that
not one of them lost an hour’s
sleep because of
the Governor’s appearance as a Greenbaeker of
the greenest-backed kind. Now. is it not just

possible that the Governor has underestimated
the

intelligence

of those he

styles

the back lots

and cross-roads people? We are inclined to
think that the most of them can not only see

through a hole in a grindstone, but can detect
the insincerity and trickery which lurk behind
the "Dear Sam" letter, and
its author.

are

was

"not

flat money (ireeubuoker." Then
into a controversy with another
a

Bland got
Treasury note adiocate. in the course of which
the latter said that In- was sintplx "trying to

In

Journal

personified in

for

the

Campaign.

with numerous requests we
have decided to make spiecal rates forsubscribers to the Republican Journal for the
coming

political campaign. The paper will be sent as
follows, one copy to each address that may be
forwarded to us,— From Ji nk 15 to sept. 14,
lxi't.rsivK, ran tiiikty ck.nts. The cash
must in all eases accompany orders.
Friends
oi the paper, and of the
Republican cause, are
to aid in

week's

Journal.

of

extending

the circulation of

t

Monday last the President approved the
re-establishing the Court of commissioners

of Alabama Claims and for the distribution of
unappropriated Geneva award. Justice, and
not the insurance companies, prevails.

here

Hemoeracy
are any sped I*

conventiem

n

they

!<» !>«■

money.'

legal

tender. I say

her.-

begs

mutt

to

they

are

not." The

claimed that bank notes

ni l'

lbporter

remind Mr. Murch that
are

no

sane

a

legal

tender, and concludes
the w hole it was a very "eolddav" for
Mureli. Not only w as lie cornered and pul in a
box where he would neither affirm or il.-uv hifaith ill tint money. but lie was snubbed In Hi.
House. The amendment that lie proposed attract e.l so little attention that he with tin utmost
difficulty seeim-d enough backer- to order the
ayes and nays upon it, and when lie did succeed
lii- proposition to limit the bank charters to
three years was voted down two to one.
Solon <'hase hath said that our Muivh i- a
"patent (treenhaeker," and Solon i- right. Hut
while lie has played so ignominious a part in the
House the past week, it must he admitted bv the
w hole American
people that like Mark Twain’s
kangaroo, his antics have shown that he i- an
"amoosin' little cuss.”
We-hall be asked to continue Mureli in the
House two years, (if course the State which
has sent Kvans, l'Y--ettdcn. Hamlin, and Hiaiue
to ('ongress will seek new distinct ion incudor—
ing Mureli. the Dogberry or statesmanship.
(

m

dune 1st

a

general strike look place in the

iron trade,

ployees
mated

by
movement of emunder instructions from the AmalgaAssociation of Iron Workers.
.Millconcerted

a

have been closed throughout the countrv. ami
thousands of laborer- have been thrown out of

employment.

The manufacturer- -ay
they can
w ithstand the strike, as il has lu
n made
upon
a falling market.
The "Amalgamated" Ac.,
has much to answer for in hiking the bread out

of the mouths of thousands of men. women,
mid children : hut the officers of the \-socialion
will

lio

doubt fatten

have done

Hanging

on

the

on

the misfortunes.as

prosperity

they

of the workmen.

is too good lor such blood--ueker-.

ITof. \\

1* rank Stewart, well known in eoiilieetion with mining matter- in this State, died
in Huston on Monday last, aged .Y.i. Hu was a
native of Indiana, anil enlisted in the famous
Indiana regiment which served in the Mexican
war.
When the California gold fever broke
out lie

was one

of the

"forty niiiers."
Nicaragua. Hived in (

lie

was

with Walker in
alifornia
and Nevada until l-7!t. where he wa- a miner,
editor. State Senator and mining expert, and
then came to Maine.
J’rof. Stewart was a
widower and leaves imt one child, a married

daughter.
There i- promise of a large apple
crop in New
York State, and a gentleman who recent! v

passed through Massachusetts -ays the apple
trees are perfect masses of blossom-. This is
the "apple year" for Maine, although as the
very large crop of two years ago was succeeded
by a good crop last year, it may be doubted
whether the tree-can produce abeam v ield (lnseason.
They are not yet in blossom in this

vicinity.
Tli<’ B Uigur Freeholder (greenback)
publishes
an article
opposing the re-nomination of Congressman I .add

the ground that lie is not a
good greeubacker. The Freeholder quotes from
.Mr. Ladd’s speeches, and refers to his voles on
questions in ('ongress to show that he i- more of
democrat than

on

greenback* r. Mr. Mace, the
present count) attorney of IVnobscot, is ver\
desirous of a nomination in place of Mr. l.add.
a

a

The letter from Hon. James (;. Blaine elsewhere published, is just what was to be
We did not believe he intended
a candidate for olliee in Maine
this year, and those who thought that he would
not be as ready as formerly to do his
party service, have done him injustice.
or

desired to be

I lie

following towns in Knox county have
elect eel delegates to I he Republican State convention who

are

favorable to the nominati

n

of T.

If. Nimonton, Esq., of Camden, for Congress
Camden. Vinalhaven. North Haven. Hope. Appleton. Warren, Thoniastou, Friendship. Cushing and Union.
W e saw a barefooted boy the
as could be, digging dandelion
wondered if his feet were not
ground well soaked with rain.
et hi.

other dav hitsv
roots, and we
cold, with the
[Sullivan Bull-

You might have satisfied your curiosity by
asking him the question. Air. Bulletin.

eli-triluii *-d

Governor Flaisted’.s Letter to

man-

of hotll the Liable ei ( )e*e*nha* k ami He moe*ratie party were* promptly *»n ham!. A -pe

ager-

W'i elm selav e ve ning to tin Rosteu.
deeurnal says
Tin* manage r-who appear In ton- the public
call tinmiseiv<*- C reenl»ae*ke*rs. hut tln»-* up
about tin* Rangor lloii-e e»r lurking about private re*onis at t In- IVimb-co! i .’xeliang*-. win !
tie- (ire-enhaek Slate Conimitt*
i- in -* --ion.
call tlnmi-elves I>e*moerat<. ami are h* p* t** a«lv i-e.
WImu the I >e*moe*rat ie < «*n v lit ion is held
in I.e*vvh1e*n the* committee w ill change* j■ 1 a«* -.
thi' l»emoe*rat- appe-aring in public ami tin*
(ircenbae-kers prennpting.
It b in fact one
party, tin* holding of 1 we. eonvenlnm- h -in.* a
trick of the* manager* b. dupe the follow r-. It
;s m e-dle -s }e> aehl tbat this
party b tli* ! * nmeratie* part \.

!•*
..it l;e :
hern lliiiM.ii,
\\ rite ,-.g ue

w!
I've

i

I
I

want

Luicry.

.-nil, ,)

to

U

horn.

in.
/

*

abandon-d. and
distriet the

n

And

trie!.

I ‘i-*

Penobscot

a

I a* pi is,

Somerset,

Fourth

:

Keunehee: Third di

district,

po--il.lv

and

no

/, n

till e e

re

Sum

ar

tj l

There

d h\ I'tii

< ;tu*'

of the

adopted

i'. oi

\

I’laisted
w’as

as

a

nominated

by

rising vote.

a

!i.

tin* nomination in a short address.
Rri. >' n
mark- w* re mad-- by Congressman Mur* ii. Tin
plat form is full of high sounding plira-**-. d--

tile
for

plain people,
an

elect ion In the

people

of the *vross-rond-

and tin* back lot-."
\\

Ot

I’he

ISIin.lFs

YII-.W

<>I

I

special corn -pendent

NK

I

()\\ I.N

I

|n\.

nal .-ays that the convention number <1 Tun *1 •!•gates, to which Penobscot county contributes
nearly om -third, and Waldo, Kin*x. Cumberland and Kennebec counties the greater part of
A roost00k and

<

>\lord counties

w

all

orf?

marked except

on one or

jinlitieal biographies

or

two

oecasioi

obituaries of

a

-.

I’h-

munlrr

of tin- delegates are given and are might} mb resling reading. The follow ing i- a pen portrait
of the editor of tin Prog. Age
“Put who is that ponderous gentleman who
read that dreary list of resolutions, so Jong that
lie sat down in the midst of the reading and wa>
set agoing again?" still persisted this interrogation point,
lie was a Republican editor for
man} years, sometimes connected with the
Custom House, either in person or bv prow ;
lias been .Judge of Probate, and Inis wanted io
be everything that bad a salary attached !ba:
bappem-d in bis locality. When, at last h«
failed to get the last otliee he wanted, it occurred to him that the Republican part} was a verv
had lot, and that tin* toiling millions needed a
ehampion. II** was one of the lirst in the movement. and lias not been able to get an otliee or
even a
nomination. Mr. .Muivh getting his
Congressional nomination from him.
I ll I*: lit HA I.

MKMBKHS

determined to do it.

attempt lmt

were

They
by tin* manager-.
correspondent .-a\

made tin-

defeated

The Rostou Journal's

>

Tlic ninil orator may not have so exalted an
opinion of eloquence, lint lie know a great deal
more
about (irecnhaek-Pcmnrratie method-..
The action of the eonvention in dividing the
state into districts, and allowing those sections
to nominate l!i presentatives for the general
ticket is well understood. It is the purpose of
the managers to put the name of Samuel ,1. Anderson on the Congressional ticket. Mr. I.add
is a Democrat to all intents and for all purposes.
For an advertised (ireenhack Convention, declaring for (ireenhack candidates and principles, and denouncing entangling alliances, as
did (ioveruor Plaistcd in his letter to the ( hairman of tlie (Ireenhack State ('oliunittee, to
put
two llourhon Democrats of copperhead antecedents would Im crowding such patient mourners as are the delegates to the (ireenhack Convention. The third of the convention, who
honestly believe in the rot called •■(ireenhack
principles,” would cry out aloud against such
higl|dianded proceedings and go over to Solon
Chase. Now if this work can lie done by district conventions, and Messrs. Anderson and
I.add are got upon the ticket by indirection,
they hope that those who are afraid of the I k inocratic wolf w hen he appears bodily to them
will lie very quietly in the wolf's stomach when
once introduced without being aware of the
process.
1’UUSS COMMUNIS.

Part lirst of the (irocnback-Demoeratic pla\
enacted at Bangor. Thursday; part second
will be played at the Democratic convention in
this city the 27th inst.
[Lewiston Journal.
The Crooked (ireenbackers met in Convention at Bangor, olVcrcd their services to the
Democratic party, nominated Plaistcd, and adjourned. The delegates w ere laborers wortliv
of their hire.
[Portland Press.
"Set dow n hack there; of ycr can't set dow n,
squat down, but don't lav down." This was
the remark of the President of the (ireenhack
State Convention in Maine to a number of delegates standing upon their seats. [Boston Journal.
The Prohibitionist convention held in this
was
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about ten percent,
about horse hire!"

higher

says harnesses are
than last year. How

“4’olonel** Rust, the I hangor
!lie Hortland Press call

correspondent

of

pull

a

leetle too strong for the

Fusion managers.
not

s

alu ay

s

fuse, does it. Gover-

nor?

r

:ag<

on

or more

Halli limes says. There are not many vessels
now on the stocks at the
yards of Goss, Sawyer
<V Packard and Goss A.
Sawyer, as launches
have been plenty tin past lew weeks.
All the
Mocks

are tilled
by new keels, however, and
ihe massive structures will again meet the
<
y all o\< r the yards. Flair A Hitchcock have
laid the ked for a large ship of -it mm.) toils for
soon

(
iiapman of New York.The steamer
ily of Richmond made the run from Rockland
to Portland Friday night in live hours.Hark
d. s. W inslow
.Morton, of Portland, shifted

Isaac

<

cargo

in Flock Maud < hannel,

Thursday night,

and went down

M. MO miles south

of Nantucket,

All hands saved.

Friday at ') A.
iii a liea\y surf.
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course we
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looked into
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to

indulge
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a
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.Noiks.
Tim Lincoln County
been twice enlarged within a month.

very

interesting

•‘Veteran's

DepartReporter is-

ment" last yyeek.The (iardiner
sued a Memorial Hay supplement.The True
Religion is soon to pack its carpet-bag and leave
Norway for North Conway. N. II.
Maine's

gain, by it- departure,

is

Neyv

Hampshire's

loss.
(laribaldi. the Italian patriot, died at his island home at Caprcra. at (i.dO o'clock Friday
eyening. being nearly 7b years of age. He yvas
educated to follow tile profession of his father,
that of a mariner.
In ISM. he visited Rome,
and the condition of that city gave rise to the
revolutionary view- yvliich caused him to be exiled from Italy. 11 is entire life yvas one of agitation. At times he yvas on the pinnacle of prosperity, and again living in poverty, lie yvas a
man of persistent ami never tiring
energy, ami
no obstacle- seemed to deter him from
working
to attain the object lie had in view, lie yvas a
patriot, who believed in liberty, in equal rights
for all. 11 is last active service yvas for France
in I lie I raneo-lTus-inn war. Since IS71. broken
in health, be lived quietly in his home at ('aprern.
Farmers from the territory in the vicinity of
Louisville, report the destruction of growing
grain by the army worm, yvliich has appeared
during the yyeek.
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application lias been made to your
to adjust the question d i-.-ue, regarding
the action of the directors of the It. \ \i. !..
R. R. in declaring dividends on the stork "f
•aid railroad, wherein the city of Relia-t holda
large majority interest through the snip re me
t'ourt; and whereas a like application was mad-by your body to the railroad directors for an adjustment by the same tribunal, and assented to
b\ them, and whereas no reply has been made to
the railroad directors on their application for-aid
adjustment, and it being reported that it i- the
opinion of the eity government that no process can
be begun by which to present the issue to the court
it
its -June or July law term, it Is therefoiv -iic
ge-t< d in reply that the eminent counsel bn- the
railroad and the city are conlident in the opinion
that process can be begun by ante-dating, that tinsame may he entered as of the April term of the
Waldo county S. J. Court and carried to and heard
by the law court at the .Imu* or July sr.-donas
convenience may require. This to lie done by eon
\\
believe the
sent and agreement of parties.
question in issue to lie id- such magnitude, invoh
ing questions of law, ilie necessity ->f adjustment
for the intelligent and legal performance of their
duties by succeeding boards of railroad director-,
that no unnecessary delay should intervene.
Your
honorable hodv must be well aware of the grave
charges, ami the full credence given to them that
has been made and now exists against some of
your citizens who have been entrusted by your
predecessors with responsibilities and duties 'with
which the interests of the eity are verv chwelv
allied. It would seem therefore that good faith
in your administration and the protection of tincity’s rights as well as proper regard for the well
being and harmony of opinion of the citizens of
our city and the plans and
purposes the citv has
now in hand would he sullicient incentive to cause
the earliest possible adjustment of the Issue.”
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Correspondence
The session of tin; Crand Lodge of (dual Templars of the World, which brought us to Charleston,
closed Friday May 2(5111, and our delegations departed towards the four points of the compass. We
find ourselves over a thousand miles from home,
but when our brother AylitT, the delegate from So.
Africa reports that it requires ten weeks for hi*

•.ling,

>

California

of

The Washington correspondent of the Lewi'toii Journal fimii.*h.*s a corrected version of
thi.* f ni"ii* letter. x\ itli part* not before print« d in
ilalic*

rial sent

Tin* convention

From

SOUTHERN SENTIMENT. HOMEWARD. AN INLAND
VIEW OF THE CARO LIN AS AND VIRGINIA.
AT
THE NATIONAL CAPITAL. A GLIMPSE OF GOTHAM.
HOME AGAIN.

ipinioii ( Fu*ion.)

In-ld their

Rang<»r last Thursilav. T he-

tint

"But you have ,-ueli an idea!'" Murch e\ asiwly. -I merely wi-lu-d to ask if hank notes arc

the

Boston Journal says
Sohm Chase's nomination for Governor was
the strongest that could be made. To quite a
number of men in Maine he is still an oracle,
lie will get more votes than any other man of
his faith. During the season he will devote
himself to the cause, liev. Mr. Eaton, of < ape
Elizabeth, one of the candidates for Congress,
is a Free Baptist minister, without a charge, a
Special.
farmer and an able platform speaker.
Messrs.
The.Greenback end of the fusion movement
and
Averill
are
farmers
and
Mr.
in
Maine has about nine portions of manageKalloeh.
Gerry
of Koekland. is a lawyer.
Motions to nominate ment to one of popular expression. The
dodge
Congressman Mnreh and Mr. Gilbert, of Hath, of cutting up tin State into imaginary districts
who ran as a Greenbacker against Mr. Dinglev
in order to allow the quiet .dipping in of two
for Congress last September, wereemphatieallv
pfinoerntie candidates for Congress in face of
voted down.
It would be absurd to estimate tin- declarations for straight nominations was
the strength of Solon ( base's party next election I too transparent to deceive even the rural inemday. but judging from the past, and remember- byrs, who wore conspicuously outmnnaged.
ing dial it east oOOO votes in 1*77, when i! was The only eoiiM>tent Greenbacker* in Maine are
sneered at by those who are now Fusionists. those who follow Solon Chase,
fBoston Jourand 1000 in November. IsSO.against the regular
nal
Fusion electoral ticket, it need not be surprising
The shadow of coming and crushing defeat
if Mr. Chase receives from -jono to lotto votes
wa* o\ er t law.hole business, and Plaisted lookquite enough to leave the Fusionists Vcn badlv »d and acted like a man who w as reading the
off. if the vote of lss‘_> is auvthing like that of fab* of his drniagogisin. of the two con1880.
ventions held here this week that of yesterday
Solon llimsclf fee-Is VI*I*\ gone I e > \ e r elefeat ing was .own more calculated to inspire republican
confidence
than the significant success of Solon
tin* attempts of the Fiisionists to capture* the
< ha«- in obtaining a nomination for Governor
eonv< ntie>n. and tin* discomfiture of tin LMai-teel
in the city of IMaistcd's residence, and in spite
ring. To a Lewiston Journal lvporter who in- ol tin most strenuous etlorts of the Governor
hi> friends, The omens of a grand
republitervieweii him at Auburn the day after the eoii- and
s ictory are unmistakable and
can
multiplying
vention lie* said
i Whig and < ‘mirier.
I dailv.
i b< i' i* a trad' to In* made with the demo”1 fe el all right now.
I am on a square tooling and anybody can nominate* me who wants cratsabout th«* nomination.*. The offices must
h«* divided. The democrats must have a voice
to.
Fiisionists. DemoeTats, or Republicans,
i
in it. There i* bargaining to be done. The
don't e*are who vote
for me, now 1 am on a
romeniion
could not be trusted, therefore it
square platform. From letters which I re e-civt
was
i
am
satisfied
our strength will asplac d in tlie hands of a few persons, and
everyday,
tonish peeipie*. Tile* bulk of tile vote- will In* di- the> will name the price at which the green\ ieled between the* either two
backers are to he delivered into tin* hands of
parties, e* 1 coins*
the democrat.*. This is the way in wind; Gov.
I haven't got ready to make- my tigurcs yet. but
IMaNted and those who follow him •stand by
will make* them in a few days. We* have* less
strength in Amlros.oggin. Franklin and >\ford tie greenback colors.*’ [Kennebec Journal.
Put while the convention was doubtless
counties, than in any other part e»f tin Mate
anxious t'• secure th deh at of the republican
Th«» trouble* is, tbe\*ve* all bee n afte r plae-ein Maim* tie t- were a few men like Mr.
lie re
party
! >'*\ ine ot \\ iiit'11ieId and .Mr. Smith of Pangoi.
I III
l'ltentini l ie >N IS S.
(Hoy. 1' I a i t e «i * law partner) who did not
The prohibitory Slate «-on\e ntion nu t at Aumanifest a d< -ir** for that perfect union of ail
gusta. Thursday. Il was a vvrv small a—« m- ■ h* opposition it; Maine, a union that will alone
lead to suce •*>. and the attempt made t** secure
blage*. only thirty-sev'em ele -legate's be ing i n•-< lit. th«
nominations, then and there, was not. and
W m. 1. I .ust is, e»f I >i\ti *lel. was n<»minal<‘l a a
the fact may a* wa ll h: slated plainly, made ir
tin
candidate* for i «<»ve riien*.
inteiv>t of (iov. IMai*ted or of stinvss.
M.
Colone l .lam
[Portland < it \ It. in ( Fusion.)
Stone*, of Ive iini-hunk. Hon. ib nr> Tallman. of
A* we look at it now. it scents that tin* conRath. H<»n. .1. F. LaeM. ed' fiardiner. and Re*v.
vention m ade a blunder.
It we did not know
N. C. Axteli. e;f Rangor. we*re* nenninateel at he com ran w* should think that Solon ( base
w a* right til >a\ ing t hat t he old Pourhon I)cmoeaiielielates for Congre-ss. Mr. Fin-tis. tin nom"t'ats w re to control the action of the coninee* for (governor, wa- forme*rly a I>«*inoe*rat.
tention it *eems so like the fussy, disheartenHe "as tin* e*andielate eef tin- prohihiton party
ing t h lie* h\ which hex Used' to lead the
1 hmocralic party to defeat ever)- year. In
in his dbtriei at the* special < *>ngi --i*»na! e• ie.
isso we pointed out that tin* great* error of
tion e»i last year. Thi~ «•«>u\« nt?<»n ivpivse-nts
the convention wa* in not nominating Fleetors;
audit proved so.
the part) that e*ast l*Jt \e»te*s for W illiam I*. d< \
The evil results of that neglect may he *een in polities to-day. \V< hope
for <ieiverne»r in |sxn.
we arc not eorreet 'ii our
present impression
tiik e i;en>Ki:i» eiitKi xn ve ki i.*-.
that a *imilar blunder has been miulc in
who may he ai#i»ropriate-i\ e-alie el tin* l.< ft Wing
neglecting to inaugurate tin campaign at once
b\ the nomination «*f a full ticket,
fpockhmd
of tin*
as
are* sure* t<* he left if

about

the campaign Journal.
On

reported in last
special correspondent

The

lin,

expect-

compliance

requested

the first named was

tartly

ed from him.
The

and

Murch

-I have givi n no idea
Mr. Atkin-, insultingiy.

was not a
very imposing gatherA candidate for Governor and candidates
for Congress were nominated. Mr. Eustis who
was nominated for Governor was
formerly a
It is doubtful about his getting as
Pemoerat.
many votes at the polls as lie got yesterday in
convention.
[Kennebec Journal.
There appear* to have been an unpleasantin
the
ness
Cumberland delegation. Mr. Berry
of
Peering,, who was the Chairman of the
State < 'onimittee the last two years, was superseded by Elliot King. This will render the
election of a new Chairman necessary. It is
rumored that Mr. Berry's associates are dis*
pleased with him because he was not judicious
in showing Governor Plaisted's letter, which
\\ as specially designed for the edification of the
followers of Solon Chase.
[Boston Journal

ing.

and Crooked Greenback at Bangor
Prohibition at Augusta. The action of

di>t riel convent ions.

retorted:

city yesterday

Three State conventions were held last week

draw or! the distinction b- tween y our pi- .position and tin- idea of the gentleman n- ar you of
fiat money.” inferring to Mr. Miiivh. To w lii.-h

the

convention must lie fully satisfied, now that
they have been sold out. Will they allow themselves to be delivered?

tauntingly

In-

Coventions.

-Straight

and intention is to act for

promised them to labor to elect an !• dural
ill** best, ami to put into tile field as candidates
ticket Which would Vote tot tlellerai Hatleoek.
tie* 1». -t men out of tin* abundance pf good ma- is
|
greatly troubled concerning the public debt.
teriai to -elect from. The convention is thereHe read a bundle of mamtseript en tie- subj. et
for* -ore to be a -uecess in itself, and to ensure
in the House the other day. but did not
suggest
-m*i*** at the polls in September.
any plan of his own. and wa* iiadlv used up in
For th-* (Gubernatorial nomination but two
a colloquy which ensued.
Bland, a Missouri
candidate* are before the people, both from
(irceiihackcr.
retorted to Murch that

the

from

THE STRAIGHT GREEN HACKERS.

elected to tlie

House in |s7S. heeattsi In-was proud that It- had
never been to sehool and iiail not a hundred
dollars' worth of property, and who was reelected by flu- 1'emoerats in Issn !,<■ean--- he

rnusual care lias been exorcised

in the choice of
b

intelligent

all

to-day.

It is not

d financial fallacies or to

American theories of government. The principle- laid down in the call for the convention
:tv

life

deck.

on

un

otie citizens,

public

find the foremost are sons of N- tv
is true not only of polities but of literature, si icnce and art.
The Enquirer may drv its t.-at-s
ami cease its lamentation-. Nett England i' still

have

people’s conven-

of the word.

ill tin interest of the whole

act

respondent, who libelled Senator McPherson,

is

West

now "no < 'bottles. Websters. Sumners or
Wilsons iu New England." Nor are there ant
Washingtons, .b-tlcrsons or Madisons in the
South. Orany Shakespeares iu England.
But

..

The railroad and
steamboat lines of the State generally will carry
delegates to the convention to lie held inCitv

The

are

v.

Sti,nin/"itif .11

have never liecn excelled, and there i< a decided increase in the tonnage Marly set afloat.

Committee will he in session in the reception room of the City Hall, at nine o'clock on
the morning of the Convention, for the purpose of
ivet iving the credentials of delegates.
All citizens of Maine, whatever may heretofore
have been their party alHliations, who believe in
the purity of the ballot and honesty in its count; in S
popular government unobstructed by Executive I
usurpation-, in an independent and honest judi- I
• *iar\. u host
judges -hall not be exposed to the assail'd> of partisan hatred and revenge; in a safe |
:in<l -omul currency for the people; in a reasonable
1
•if' uragement and
development of our industries,
and protection of our laborers against the cheap j
labor
Europe, by wise ami judicious laws; in j
t'i ici.t measures for the encouragement of Ameri

shipping

Nor i<

ers

Mate

<

er-

prosperous,
of Southern

or dread the rivalry
shipbuilding yet to be r, ck"in d
In point of mode] and
among the lost arts.
workmanship the craft turncdont by our build-

mills.

delegate.

can

naturally

are

and do not feel

M.,

o

are

Our cotton factories

roneous.

For ilu* purpose of nominating a candidate for
< .o\ciMior, an* I four candidates for
Representatives
in ( *>ngre«s, to be supported at the September election; ami to transact any other business that may
properly conic 1 eforu it.
The basis of Representation will he as follows
each ci v, town and plantation will be entitled to
oi.f delegate, and for each seventy-five vote* oast
;.ii* the Republican candidate for Governor in 1880
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
v -!••-. in «-\cv-> of sevenev-five \otes, an additional
The

New England is
leaf, and i- not

rived from mistatements. and

Tuesday, June 13, 1882,
O’CLOCK

fear of that.

no

not yet in the sere and yellow
likely to be for many years to come. The Enquirer has been misled. Its conclusions are de-

■

am/

England, and the brains that it supdirect new enterprises and maintain old
ones, withdraw it from the West, there would lie
weeping and w ailing on the (thin and else w here.

(I TV HALL, PORTLAND,

il

is unnecessarily
frightened at the

plies to

Republican State Convention
AT

should be

tal of New

But there is

UK

contemporary

That it

it has drawn of the decadence of New
England is not surprising. New England developed the West, has furnished it w ith able,
intelligent, and industrious men and women,
and continues to furnish them. Were the capi-

that date. When a new payment is made, the date
will be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS VRE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
are requested to forward the sums due.

WILL

Echoes

picture

are

of tli- < timberland county delegates, Mr. Robbnumbt r <•: prominent and ii.ry iarg
flu. niial R. publican- in
v« ry
imp in tie
let- developed unexpected strength in tin* east\
st:i!r. aggn mating
ral t iem-ands in ail. uni«tii eouniie-.
Sagadahoc i- said i«* be a unit
ted in addressing to Mr. 1 i.ti11• tie- P*.lowing
for him, ami Waldo is apparently nearly so.
invitation, dat* d May. !■—•_’:
"i ion. Ja<. < i. Blaim : Tic und-r-igin d IPAd\ it**-- from Pi-cataquis are favorable t<> Robie,
j-ubii. an- of lie- Mat<- of Maine, fully recogniz- while a* t<* Lincoln. 1 kunariscotta i- said to have
ing the local and national importance of tie
coming eampaign in otir Mate, am! In li« '. ing cho.-cn three Thomas delegates and one for
notliing would add .-o much to the a—uraucc of Rome, ami Kri-tol five for Thomas. The Auour party*.- sieve-the piv-tigeof your mum
gusta. Farmington. Rockland, and Eliswortli
■n the Republican 1 i«ivt t. respect
fully am! urdelegati«»Us an* unpledged and uninstructed.
gently re.jm-t that you will con.-lit to in
nominated for
re—-man at large and gi\
The return* arc a- yet too incomplete to permit
ullic advantage .,f y.*ur candidacy and personal
of close figuring, even if tin uninstructed delein
!li
of
work
the
Mate.*'
popularity
redeeming
gate- did not leave tin* contest an open one,
Mr. Bl:dm ha- hi-' re]died a- follow-:
W A S111 Ni. I 4 * S I ). (
June :1. 1
which can only In* determined by the convention
Hon. An-on 1*. Morrill, Hon. Abner Coburn,
W it It regard to the Congressional nomiils'll.
ll‘»u. N«:d Itow.llon. Minimi k. Spring. Hon.
nations, tin n* i- even less reliable data, though
J o-1ab 11. 1 triimmond, < b u. Fiam-i- l c^-muImi.
G n. Scldeii Connor, Hen. Uaniel I'. I>avi-.
tin* opinions of tin* pres* would indicate that
1'ranei- Cobb. F-q.: (o utlenn n Y<ur very
th* ticket will bear the names of Reed.
I>ingley.
Kind letter- urging me p. become a candidate
Polio lie ami Millikett.
This would make a
for liepl'e-entativ e ill « Ollgre-- liave been supplemented by -imilar e\pr«— i- n- from a large -trmig delegation to < ongress. and, w itli either
number of tic best and trm-t Republicans of
Robie or Thomas, a strong ticket to submit l<>
Maim
A request .-o general, so cordial,
untin* people in September next.
precedented, has caused im to weigh tin* question -eriuusly in all it- bearings, to measure my
obligations and t<> ascertain my dut y. A ft* r tic
The Plaisted Campaign.
fullest r< tl' Clion I feel eou-t rained to withlold
the ii-c of my name.
I lie Plaisted parly's campaign lias not
opened
"For twenty-three year- I was continuously
auspiciously. They were to have captured the
in the public -< rv ic. and l left it in «• m- qiu m <
simon-pure (ireeuliack convention, but failed to
of a tragedy that ha- involved Jeep change- in
make eonneetions. and “Them Steel's" are now
t!i policy of tic Government, since then 1
have been attending to Mug neglected private
kicking up their heels in delight at the discomatfair- from whi< ii I cannot. at thi- lime, turn
fiture of the enemy. Then, there was trouble
a-ide, except with illjllstie.- Jo tho-e who have
in tin Plaisted camp at Bangor on
ev eii a strong, r
laim upon lie than tie great
Thursday
coii-titueney vvhi -h ill all th -ey.-siis lias honor- last. The people from the cross-roads had come
ed me with earnest support and vviih unwaver| to the convention ..initiate four members of
ing coiilideiicc. If l could in rsuadc myself that
my candidacy vm uid add to tic strength of the I Congress: but this the managers would not
Republican ticket. 1 Would -ubordinah all per- i permit, as it would have upset all their little
-onal considerations and at "inv comply with
trades. The "plain people,” whom Governor
your desire: but 1 cannot hatter my-eif that
Plaisted so greatly admires, hail shaped their
this i- the ea-e. The ( Om .ntion v\ ill not fail
o
ideas by the "Dear Sam" letter, and did not
pre-ent a list of candidate- for Congress
that will command the united and hearty suprealize that it should have been construed in a
Moreover, in
port of our political friends.
Pickwickian sense. They were willing to take
every town the /cal and energy of the partv
will lx- quickened by tic-importance of housPlaisted himself, as a Greenbaeker. and wanted
ing a Legislature that will n-< k et Mr. Frye, to nominate four Greenbackers for
Congress.
and thus preserve our Republican strength*in
But this would have left Ladd and Murch out
the l
S. Senate, which lias L mi for tw utvin the cold, as neither can longer claim to be
eight years unbroken.
"Towards these r-siilts 1 -ball cheerfully conanything else than Democrats. This is shown
tribute my full -bare of labor and not with less
by their Washington records. And so the
effect. I hope, because 1 shall speak a.- a private
citizen, intere-ted only in maintaining the as- "plain people" were sat down upon by the
cendancy <>f -ouud Republican principles. Plaisted ring, and had all the trouble and exThrough you 1 beg to return my thank- tot v rv
of a journey to Bangor for
nothing—or
gentleman in the State who lias honored me \\ itii pense
the next thing to it. for they might just as well
so signal an
cxpr< -sioii of friend-hip and confidence. I esteem that expression far beyond
have left it to the Democratic convention to
the position to wiiieh you proposed to el -ct im
nominate Plaisted. as it had been
"I am. gentlemen, very truly yours.
pre-arranged
to do.
.I rvins G. Blum:.**
"Signed,
t he thinness of the “Dear.Sam" letter is more
Kkihtii.kmx S i A! K Cox\ EXTIOX. JtiuliiHtil than ever apparent since this Bangor performA

Ohio

alarmed.

requested to take notice of the
<!nf" on The colored slip attached to the paper.
It
is The oniy form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May si, means that the subscription is paid to

A

Alarm.

Enquirer.

sent, as well

Administrators, Executors and ouardians
desiring their Prohate advertising published in the
Journal, will please so state to the Court.
Subscribers

False

\\ hat is to become of New England? is one of
the interesting problems of the dav. As a great
manufacturing community, as the'laud of spindles. this little comer of the I’nitcd States,once
so mighty in wealth and so
important as the
nursery for great men. is fast losing prestige.
The South once found it necessary to send her
cotton to tile east of the Hudson to be manufactured. Now Boston receives manufactured cotton from the cities of the South. Maine was
once the ship-building State of this country, but
ship-building in America s now among the lost
arts. The clocks and lanterns of Connecticut
are now duplicated in the West, and the wooden
nutmegs of the little State, long ago found out,
are a drug
in the market. The armories of
Hartford find formidable rivals at
Ilion.
New York, while the supplies of neither place
are needed in these piping times of peace.
As an agricultural district New England inow
comparatively a cipher. There are two or
three farms up in the North-west that harvest
more wheat every year than all tin Eastern
States combined. All of the si\ States together
only produced in Inku 1.227.037 bu«helsof wheal.
The same year nine Virginia counties produced
3.334.24.'! bushels of the same kind ot grain.
There are no Choates. Wchsters. Sumners, or
Wilsons in New England. The glory of the old
home of the Pilgrim Fathers is departing. What
is to become of New England? [Cincinnati
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upon tin* oiit.-ide route,
him
nilv year I lie Daniel Webster ran t-» Pori laud.
In 1 d.itlie new propeller< ieiiera! Km»x made week
wa*

raine

ly trips ir »ni P.angorlo Ho.-ton. InlsnOthe Fasterti
City 'auto 1 >o~*(oiu The event »f the season wn~
the arrival of tin*splendid, steamer Memm-mop. >.n:
font of 1000 ton*.. From thi- lime to ls.7.» the *-;• n
ford ami Webster ran upon tlie outside route.
In
tin* latler part of l*d<) the Ketinebee w> on .-main
In I'.>1 the line eonveyed troops between Itaugor
and Poston free of charge. The Webster wa chat
b red by the government in lSOI.
l-.very steamer
off the mule in 1*02 except tile M. -anf- rd. in
the new steamer Harvest Moon, < apt. \\ U
Holx, ran between Pungoruml Portland. the.same

was

1803

katnhdi.i, new, eame on the outside route,
and with the exeeptinn of the winter of 1801 has
run ever since.
The Cambridge made her appear
a nee in Penobscot P»ay on the til’s l of September,
1807, and is now on the route. In 1880-81 this limpid on tlie New P>runsw iek, as an extra boat for the
summer, making sj\ trips per week etmli wav. The
Penobscot comes on tin* loth.
year the

The company which will present “Hazel Kirke”
her/ June‘28th comes direct from the Madison s.j.
Theatre N. Y. where it was rehearsed for weeks

BertSw eetser pulls third

presentation

to its

in

Judge Sawyer

Norfolk Jubilee Singers, colored, will give a
at Hayford Hall, in this city, on
‘■mu lay evening the lltli inst.
The programme is
lc up almost entirely of religious plantation
mg-, which are everywhere received with great
pleasure by the audience. The Jubilee singers
have been before a Belfast audience and they are
well and favorably known. Read their adv ertiseHe-

the Republican caucus Saturday evening,.!.
Black, J. G. Pendleton, J. C. Nickels ami L.
Hopkins were elected delegates to the Stale Convention.
The delegation is -olid for Milliken.
At the Congregational church next Sunday morning the subject of the sermon will he, “The Soul’s
Healing.” In the evening, “A Calling.” The pastor
will preach at Swanville in the afternoon.
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linn'll larger audience than was expected
l'.iiny light... .(.'has. L. Skinner, a stu*
Itang-ir Theological ><*minary, occasionally
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lav- be will go to Lilsworth where he is to
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.*,:], bt‘u. JI. snowman, eoimnauder,
L Hill, adjutant.
The procession was formed
ioyvHand; Torrent Lngine Co. No. 1, Capt.
ihuni' k, das. L. Hall Post, ad, ti. A. 1C, s.
ir
Moore-Hancock 1C A. Chapter, <C \V.
‘L A ; ;i-ter, Marshal; Felirity
.Lodge, No. in, c. F.
Marshal; Public Schools, Capt. (I. L. llall,
i!.11.

citizens,

(

the iU eolation

\:u

the

day

if

took
red

apt. C. C. Homer, Marshal.
services the general services

place at fernery Hall.

by
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oration

the

Key. Morris Prince, and it
praise. The seats and standing
""Hi wen- occupied and
many could not gain admission to the hall.
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;
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rederi* k Patterson, of this town,
-in-.trcd l*»tf pounds "f wool from \'\

HokM.fKi;.
•m-

ivfvutl;.
h 1 »ri 1

*
*

i»■

:■

*•

1
i.

f

Spanish

Merino

iehie i lob pound-.

Five

sheep.

Fight

ol
old.

year
rai*t*d iamb this year. The heaviest lleeee
a cue weighed l'»b pounds.
These fleeces
arc one

ill

put up and weighed by A. S. Higgins and
Fiipbalct Pea-e, Fs<p Mr. Patterson is one of our
it.erpri.-ing and progrc-sive farmers, having a
«■ farm -.veil
•;
adapted to sheep husbandry, which
hi.- pe* jaity. IF- tb.ek consists of about 200 fine
l-*> and

■

-beep

thoroughbreds.

Although

In-

has

no

present, Mr. P. is pleased to show
fo. k at all times, and a visit to his place will
aril repay those who admire fine wool and heavy
Memorial services were held here on
Tie -day of last week, by Calvin F. Pilly Post <•.
b. The comrades met at 10 oVlork and formed
procession in the following order—The Newburg
f.ij- -hIc at

band; the Post, numbering about 40; citizens
and on f<»<»t. They marched to the Sayard cemetery, where a pra\ er was offered by Rev.
’'‘I» Shaw. The services wi re then performed by
f hr Post, and the
grave* of all soldiers decorated,
after which Hon. S. F. Milliken made some very
able and affecting remarks.
The procession rera.ss

in

‘-hides

formed and returned to Johnson’s Hall, where a
picnic dinner was prepared by the ladies. After
rinner they formed in teams, headed by the band—
w hich
gave some very fine music—anil drove to the
Farwell cemetery, where the grave of those brave
boys that died in defence of their country, and all
**ld soldiers that served in other wars, were decoThe company then went to Unity village,
where service* were held at the cemetery, after
which all marched to the church, where the oration
wa* delivered by Hon. S. F. Milliken.
After the
rated.

‘■ration

they marched

!"*>k

an

the hall where they parsupper gotten up by the ladies
•i Unity.
The day was beautiful and the occasion
passed oil' very satisfactorily to all-A. S. Rand
'■•Id a nice pair of matched horses on Friday, to
Hon. Frank Jones, of Portsmouth, N. II., for $G00.
The delegates chosen for this town to attend the
state Republican Convention in Portland, are O.
J. Farwell and Cl. II. Rich
The continued wet
weather has been a great drawback to the fanners.
Those who planted early are obliged to replant
t heir potatoes and some of them corn.
*
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Apple-

P bush, 3<i«1.0O
Hay P ton,
dried p tb,
3«d Hides P lb,
p tb,
medium,
3.oog3.23 Lam!) Skin-.
vellow-cve>2 dOfj2.N> Mutton P tb.
Butler Ptb,
Ida Is Oats, p hu,
Beef P tl>.
>a,loL Potatoes,

before you go to

soa

P Ii>.
Chicken p it.,
Calf skins p
1 MiCk P tb,

In

UK) Bound Hogptb,
a 12 straw P
ton,

(K^Turkev P tt>,

lb,

P lb.

UK I Ml.
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fact everything
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GOODS!

FANCY

have secured the services of

K

iV
to wait

on

F.

Remember—-J

High St., Belfast'

BELFAST

lit

Atal feel confident they
favor them with

AS

Premiums Paid.

Specie.
Legal Tender Notes.
Redemption Fund with l .s. Treasurer (5
percent, ot Circulation..

| Corner

L. A.

MARRIED.

1.1 \ HI i.l

Capital

23tf

BELFAST,

SS.

Clerk’s Office, June f», 1882.
PROPOSALS for collecting the State,
County ami City taxes for the year 1882 for
>:ti< 1 city, will he received hv the City Clerk until
Monday, the 3d day of July, at tt o'clock P. M.,
1 SVi, Hu- City ( «»uncil of said city reserving the
right to accept anv of the same or reject all. Per
Attest:—X s. HARRIMAN, City Clerk.
order.

SEALED

Middletown,

copy.]

|
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derstand

capable
a
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7,5tNi.no
529.70
5,000.00
1,702.40
:5,238.00
.5.7.59.72
1,000.00
0,750.00

ever
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Fractional
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hand.
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DANIEL HARADEX,)

so

DIED.

E. F.

City, June 1st, Willie O. Roberts, aged 1
and 6 months.
In this city, May 4th, Mary T infant daughter of
Henry L. and Helen Kilgore.
In this

Essex and Yorkshire

paper currency, nickels and

percent, of circulation).

large experience
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VOCAL MUSIC.
LOTTIE COLBURN having

re-

give

in-

pupils.

to

in vocal music to a limited number of
For terms, &c., call at her residence on

Church street.
Belfast, May 29, 1SS2.—4w22

Lambrequin Curtains.

Cords. Tasseis. Ac.

| IRON

FRONT STORE, !Y1A!N ST„
MAINE.

BELFAST,
<

f tlie I. \B«.1>T
of

From IdJ e. to

and BUST ST<>ClvS

s

I .nit ; ,-r \ ard.

MUSLIN STRIPES
-F O R
FEATHERS, STRESSES,
Table Cutlery, Crockery, Kitcbeu Coods, Cottage CJu.rfe.ins

ALSO-

i

COFFSNS,

Rohrs .('• Tri III
constantly

on

Ode. per > ml.

inly

imj Roods.

III

hand, ami iv<vi\iiifi MTV .-applies

by nearly every boat from the be-t nianul'arturerin Boston and N« \v York, and having one of the
lire: in the latter cite to buy and keep po-ird on
-tyh-s and price.-; and also havinir had over thirty
year- c\pi ricnce in bin intr ami hand: in_ tic a mo ,•
we feel eonlldent that \\ e can mcci the mar
miwh for
ket, soil as low, deal as fairly and oi\
the money as ;mv other firm.

W orked f>i <
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old;.
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PICTURE FRAMES ON HAND

Fancy Goods,
the LARGEST and REST
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per vd

'.’■■■

jroo.!-.

& Son.

addition to my

tment will

Spreads. Pillow Shams Ti-

Plushes.

Crockery
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i; i /, a

now

CROCKERY

Room

Carpet

J. C. Thompson
Belfast, April
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New vN Beautiful (it km Is.
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in

$140,40(5.3!
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Boston and will
with all the

return this

Summer
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F.

week

Millinery.
WELLS.
4w20

Tapestry

WARE
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r-It> differ-onl path
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no
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Suer Fiosehate I
The Best Fertilizer in Use.
S. A. HOWES &
AGENTS-

< I will

are on
are

the Track!

making

informs the public that having
cured the large and desirable store.

—

DRY

se-

High Street,

formerly occupied by Andrews Bros.,

lie

-AN T)-

Black Silks.

CHAMBER SETS

S II E L V E S

HAMBLETONIAN CHIEF.
h)' Middletown, he by Rysdyk's Hamblctonian.
Dam Mary Hulse l>y Fee ley's AmeriStar. Will make the season of 1882 at BAY
VIEW STOCK FARM. For conditions and terms,
E. A. GROSS, Foreman.
inquire of
Belfast, June 1, 1882.—23tf

JOBBING!

iVliRRORS, LOUNGES,
As

CHAIRS, CASKETS,

ot

Wliieli we are selling cheap. Also
Iron Roods, such as Vases, Hwittiuet Holders, Rrand
Army Markers for decorating soldier’s graves.
We also keep Bustle Vases and Baskets.
li<J-Please give its a call at tlic Oltl Marble Shop
of
A. E, ( Ltllh Ac CIO..
High Street, near Ph<rni\ House.
Belfast, May IS, 18ft!_Siir-HP

SIRED

-ay tit
fail <>i' good-,
in

Cunply

lots of nice

good line

can

We

Dress Goods

FURNITURE!

AND GRAVE MARKS.

M A It /»' E E

GOODS

department
especially

every
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lias had

renovated and filled with a \F\V and
FRKSH STOCK of

it

BRUSSEUS.

to the want of sp;:.-t‘ we tie
able to call attention to **nr

•lust received.

No. 20

Monuments, Tablets, Headstones, i SOFAS,
We have

do

••,u

Large & Desirable Stock

Ed. H. COLBY,
Respectfully

h

1NCLI DINti

We

Carpetings.

exhibition H» diht

on

FIVE FRAME BODY

CO.,
l-’v.-lo

and Woolen
si^ns in

k it Tit i n a e

BRADLEY’S

2,250.00

-IN-

prepared

the attention

depot

assortment oi

Nottingham Laces. Jute
Hangings'. Damasks. Cretonnes.

70
coombs.

In this

splendid

a

dies.

Belfast, May 11, 1SS2.—l!Hf
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LATEST STYLES

3m23

is

Bed

Now all we ask i- for customer- foiriw ns a call
and look o\cr our extensive stock and uct prices,
feeling assured that if ihey do we shall fief our
share of the tradt
i$& Do m»t feel afraid that you willotVend n- if
you do not purchase.

of my store.
In
stock of

&

have

903.5(5
1,000.00

Maine, Coi m y or Waldo ss.
I, FIIAS. F. (iOKDON, Cashier of the above-named
do
bank,
solemnly swear that the above statement
is true bMhe best of my knowledge and belief.
( HAS. F. Cokhox, Cashier.
Subscribed and -worn to before me this 20th dav
of May, 1SS2.
\\r. T. c. KrsNru.s,
.Justice of the Peace.
Correct
Attest:
JAMES PENDLETON, )
H. F. PENDLETON.
[ Directors.
\
J. C. NICKELS,
I\\23

MRS.

turned from Boston,
MINH
struction

at this time.

Window Shades. Fixtures. Lace

be fount! in Vublo County.
As an imlueemont I will make the following nIVer
tortile .NEXT THIRTY DAYS:
Any one purchasing $5 worth of Roods I will
present Ihrm With a set of STONK CHINA IIAMILK
TKAN.
COME AND SEE ME.

a ci; or

STAPLES.

SALE AT BAY VIEW STOCK FARM.
E. A. GROSS, Foreman.
Inquire of
Belfast, May 31, 1882.—123tf

evei

ford i all v invited to

CASKETS,

.$140,400.31

of

Pigs.

so

May 18.

genMust unironing. No

Stockton, June 7, 1882.—2wk23*

vear

PATTERNS.

to

SPECIAL!

family.

inquire

bas

w

Main Street, Belfast

And

from

for her return,

pi

LOOK AT THE

with NEW and

positively overtlnwiny

Ila\ i.ii

success.

had
feel

GLASS

HI I S.

pennies.’.

Total..

State of Maine, Cocnty or Waddo s^.
L A. II. BHAOBIHV, Cashier of the Belfast National Bank of Belfast, do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of mykmwlA. II. Bilydhluv, Cashier.
edge ami belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 27th day
of May, 1882.
Cii.vs. H. Field,
1w2.5
.Justice of the Peace.
Correct. Attest :
.I.CL BROOKS,
DANIEL EAI NCL,
Directors.

the premises of the owner, June
Gill, a bay marc, weight about 1050 lbs. Has
three white feet and white nose. A suitable reward

paid

Department

i.

«

Governor of Maine

1

Bank,

Specie-.
Legal tender notes.
Kedemption fund with C. s. Treasurer, 5

LOST.

will be

jp

at tile !•

7.V pci-

he found

number <>f
confident. that our way of doing busiyears, we
ness and prices will suit customers.
Will also attend to the whole management of FFNKUALS,
when desired, FUEL of charge.
!i

Dry

...

Is

STRAYED

I-

ROBES

kinds constantly

REO. DEPKIOI %

F. A. GILMORE.

Loans anil discounts.
$25,350.72
1. s. Hotels to secure circulation.
50,000.00
Due from approved reserve agents. 57,315.73
Current expenses and taxes paid.
421.10
( heck< and other cash items.
2.910.S5
Hills of other Hanks.
302.00

stock

POST OFFICE, Belfast, Me.

2w23

High Sts.

At Searsport, In Hie Stall ot Maine, at the close of
business. May 19, lsvi.

doing the

plain cooking, washing and
children. Inquire at the

an

Hie. le-

:

i.

AMI MADK TO <>KDKK.

ItEl’OHT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
«1 It L OR W< >M A N
eral housework in

Main and

of

Searsport National

Total.$444,7.50.00

j

CSTY OF

BLOCK,

paid in.$150,000.00
UAiuu m;s.
Fund.’ .'5:5,000.00
Surplus
Cmtivided Profits.
Capital stock paid in.$50,000.00
s.ois.,'59
.549.02
National Bank notes outstanding-. 1:52,500.00 i l ndi\ ided prolits.
National Hank notes outstanding. 35,310.00
1 )ividends I npaid..
114.00
Individual deposits subject to check.51,007.29
Individual Deposits subject to Check_ 121,09:5.07

KNOWLTON,

Foot ct Main St,. Belfast.

In this city, June 3d, by Bev. J. A. Boss, Mr. Bo
land ('. Patterson and Mrs. Annette Burgess, both
of Belfast.
In this city, June 1st, b\ Bev. s. Goodenough, Mr.
Fred V. Cottrell and Miss Ida E. Thompson, both
of Belfast.
In Thorndike, June 2d, by B. v'. Rich, Esq., Mr.
Benj. F. Clements of Montville, and Mrs. I. M.
Gurney of Camden.
In
Conn., June 1st, by Rev. II. A.
Morgan, Charles I>. Woods and Mary A. Morgan,
of
the officiatingclergyman.
Age please
daughter

close of

Total.$444,750.00

FOB SALK AT THF OLD STAND OF

as

splendid designs

om

you.

USUAL.

ill do everything
lit* can to please those who favor us with a call.
calls
in
this
Any
department will he promptly an
swered, DAY or NIGHT.
>nnday or night calls answered by Mr. HeProux
at the New England House.
Bodies embalmed WITIHHT THE 1’SF. < >F H I

I s not

BANK,

Cheeks and Cash Items.
Bills of other Banks.

■

d"»,

NATIONAL

Banking House.
Bank charges.

!

le

a

selections of

KF.SO! !{» I S.

THE NEW MODEL

Is

e: n please all who will
their patronage.

HOWES’
MRS.

Loans and Discounts.$1>9,241.95
l
s. Bonds to Secure Circulation.
15o,oo(UK)
l
S. Bonds on hand.
2o,nou.oo
Due from Approved Reserve Agents‘29,:*d(U>l
Due trom other National Banks.
2L74.,5.<»5

R. Sleeper's Store.
Sw$8*

the

_

17

WHO WILL BE THE NEXT

show

HANSON,

At Belfast, in the State of Maine, at the
business May 10, 1 w>.

Tin Ware, Hardware,
and anything you want at greatly reduced prices.

tiler

selection of thi'.

Curtain Roods of all kinds at bargains.
Lambrequin Patterns and any information in
gard to drapery work free. TRY F>

FROM BOSTON,

MRS. H. E. BABCOCK.

Millinery and Fancy (muds, millions and Lares,
Hosiery, Corsets, Hats and Caps, Boots and
Shoes, Clothing. Crockery and (ilass Ware,

surely please

can

CORNICES & POLES OF ALL KINDS.

KEPOliT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

to the many who could not get
on, Unit we now have additional help
eustomers.
New goods just arrived in

We

everybody.

U. H. Coombs.

BELFAST, KHAIHL.

beg to stale
waited

i

Fancy Goods & Small Ware

IPII0L8TERY, DRAPERY AND CERTAIN WORK
I >"ne in tiie \ ehv best manner, it low price-.

70

Also

MCCARTHY’S
\1

:

10 Rolls Extra

stock of

our

off.

we art

We

furniture store.

n »t.

my business. I will supply ‘•Seo«»t>” to order at
notice and bottom prices, say $-ir» and up-

Hearer St., ohl Mansjuld Stand,

New York Cheap Store.

In

;mt.

per

\at'd than s.ibl else

COME AND SEE US.

atv

( ALL ON PS AT

H. €>}. IBM' Vt H E-EiE., the painter, will
>ou the wagons when I am not in town.

Excitement

ca.antl

only repeat

>niy

the best _;<><m1s ii...tie in Ann

are

W'e sell for .'17:c. per

THE

SEE

Of all

MillinerY

Tin

Bring your old one and get a new one. I have some
good trades in seeond Imno work.
WAITED A few more good salesmen to solicit orders in their towns. Terms to suit purchasers.

invited.

GOODS.

These

Parlor and Chamber Sets of all kinds.
Extension and Centre Tables, Taney
Chairs of every kind, Sofas, Lounges,

short

ward.

3w2S

Superfine Carpetings

dilferent classes of

our

ASHTONS,

CASKETS AND

-A T-

and"very

Searsport, May 22d,Capt. PelegG. Berry,aged

display.

Cordially

are

Great

SA ITKIIAV, .June 3.
Bril kk---Northern and western creamery, 23a
-(»<■; choice grades sell higher, or at least are so
held fairto good do,23«24c ; Vermont and New York
dairy, choice,24 g2f>c ; fair to go.nl d« •. 20<j23< ladle,
ciioire, l«g2be; common lots sell lower.
CHKKSi:—Choice factory, new, ll«I2c; lmt little
readily commands the outside figures; fair to good,
'.'//Inc; old cheese, 12G ti 13c for Ohio tlals.
h'.os—Eastern are quoted at 20Gy2lc; northern,
2<> 'a 321c: western 20e.
liKANS—We quote hand-picke ! pea, $3 so m3 S3,
and fancy higher; mediums, $3 00 a3 03,
choice hand-picked sell higher; Yellow eyes, $3 20
3 23, and for fancy improved, $3 3<> arc asked ; red
kidneys, $2 73^2 no 1? bush.
Poi atoks—Fancy rose, si 3u p bush : good £1 40;
Maine Central and (.rand Trunk, $1 3<mi 33; Ycrmont, $1 30<jl 33; New ^ ork, si 23ul 30; Burbanks,
*1 33a 1 to; prolific, .*1 40; Maine"Central, $1 33-i 1
4o; northern, $i 30; silver dollars, £1 33; Brooks.
£1 30; peerless, $i 303I 33; ehenangoes, £1 23;
Jacksons, $1 3o; early ra.se, New Brunswick. $3 7
ti4 & bbl.
A 1‘1‘bKS—Choice well preserved fruit sells high.
We quote Baldwins, choice, at >4 3n«300; fairto
good, $323«3 73 ; russets, .,?3ii»;tr bbl.
H VI AND Si HAW—Good bay is in good demand ;
timothy, choice, $22 ty ton; fair to good. $2iia2! ;
line hay, $13«ls; conmion to poor, $12« 14 ; swale,
$'J310. live Straw, $ls,j p.i
ton; oat,

TO years.

me.

E.

Market.

In (Justine, May 2(»th, at the Eldorado Hotel, by
Rev. G. G. Winslow, Mr. Wilkie Darling, and Mrs.
Mary A. Manchester, both of Castine.
In Dexter, May 2‘Jlh, Mr. Charles II. Sawyer, formerly of Rockport, and Miss Isabelle T. Dickson of
Sangerville.
In Camden, May 26th, David Broad foot of St.
Ge rge, and Mary Kirkpatrick of So. Tlioinaston.
In Rockland, May 27th. Charles Dodge and Cora
A. Day, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, May 27th, Joseph Haskell and Delia
Barter, both of Rockland.
In Waldoboro, May 21st, James B. Trowbridge of
Newtonville, Mass., ami Maliala M. Benner of \\
In Appleton, May loth, George Grinncll and Eli
cinda Grinncll .both of Appleton.

on

useless

DO YOU KNOW

friends to call ami examine their
new stock of

Invite their

Carriages Exchanged

I

entirely

That you can buy FFUNITl 111! at No. 7<> Main St..
( HFAPFIi than any where else, because w
have just received a NEW SFPPIA <>F

Babcock

A New Feature
to

full of

mention of the at-

special

PRETTY

ligld

Beef, Corned,Plb. sal.' Lime, P hhl,
1.13
Butter Salt, P ho\.
20 Oat Meal, P lb,
04 Onions, p lt>,
Corn, P hu,
7«js
(’racked c«»rn, P hu,
:d til,Kerosene,i-gab J4«2o
Corn Meal, P »a,
'J4 Pollock, P lb,
t
«3
i
la
id Fork, P 11>.
Cheese, p tb,
IdaTi
Cotton seed, P « wt, 1.70 Blaster, 1 Khl,
Loo
da7 live Meal, P lb.
Codti.-h, dry, P tb,
( ranherrie-, P >jt, miaOO Shorts, P < u I.
1.03
< 'lover seed, P lb,
s .all
10#i20 Sugar, P tb,
s no a
o.73 Salt, T. i.. P ho,
4"
Flour, P hhl,
11.(i.Seed, P bu, 2.s3a2.HO S. Potatoes, P lt>,
o«p)
13Jaal3 Wheat Meal, P !t>, 4K. /j.3
Lard, P lb,
Boston

be

Having just returned from Huston, in-

das
12', Veal Pit.,
00aoo Wool, washed, p lb,
32
I- Wool unwashedp lb 23 « 23
3.o0ad.00
U<jId Wood, hard,
OOaOO Wood, soft,
i.o0a3.3u

Cgg- P d«z,
Fowl P tb,

lead, and my

of every style. Am ren-iving almost daily by boat.
People will buy them lor they know they are good,
but some seem surprised that the pr;ei;< are more
than others ask for \mesburv work. Therefore
I shall add

vites the attention of the ladies of Belfast and \ ieinity to the

SPLENB8D STYLE

as

“Sargent's” Top Carriages

MISS SOUTH WORTH

3/p;
13 a Is
33a3o
OajO
33add
Local.In

*'

Cheese

I.KS.

i 2.00.» id.(Mi

Beans,pea,Pbu,3.23a3.3o Lamb

Barley Pirn,

Styles!

season.

Take the ( heap kxeursinn Trains.

Gilmore

Carriage

handle.
will give you loo renis in value for every dollar
pay

MIRANDA,

ADMISSION

Doors Open at 1 and ; P, M.

It is

present.

make

Lace

Told--Spaee Forbids.

AND

EXHIBITIONS DAILY.

Grocery Wagons

oinlT

coming

NICE k DESIRABLE GOODS

We will

NATHANS,

.littering Pageant i'a moviuif panorama of varied splendor, free to

Concord Wagons

lwi.J

disagreeable ta.-te in the mouth, coining up of
food after eating, low spirits. <Ve. For sale 1 »\
all dealers. Try ir. Two doses will relieve you.

In

EARLY

A

I>\\1\T,LI..Manager.
II

have made exten-

we

for the

was never so

DRY

FREE MARDI GRAS PROCESSION ! :

where you ran obtain any tiling you want in the
shape of light carriages. I’einemher my

He very ed Seats 25 els.

trade will he I

t

other,

Whose Ilyinnastin exhibitions ha\e proclaimed
them undisputed monarch.- overall.

AND-

rare,

R-ULgiS, cfcC.

>

make

an

each

over

WHITTAKER,

THE

Been

Half Has
COME

TWO

our

Hassocks,

Mattings,

Wondrous Cyclonic Hurdle Rider.

PERRY,

only Lady Harebaek Hider in the W'»rld. Her
presence is die very impersonation of Daring
and Cr iee.

i

department

tractions in

Company

PHILO

J.

I Ii,*ll• *«i Champion Harebaek Hider of
I he I ‘inverse.

Not the

Straw

CON-

BLACK GOODS

FRYER’S

MISS

<

<*m-

stomach. Sick Headache. Ilahitual <'<»-!iwm

< iee-e

die

a

-OTJR-

As at

the only livinir equestrienne artist who ride thr'-rnrh
a hoop of tire on the back of t\\" hor>e-.

LOUIS SEBASTIAN,

MISS MINNIE

have

remarkably sucabeady establish-

have

largely increased,
sive preparations

-h\ Horst* IJarobaek Rider of the Karth.
stands alone, the undi-puted Kiny "f
Aronie Artist-.

Sole

I’ 1'ineeol the side saddle, in her Whirlwind
1»' d ULL TANDKM MLMAhL At T. This rh.mning equestrienne lias just arrived from Kurope, and
will i-r -ent iier THAINKD AHAiil \ N >TAL
LK »\>.

■

these two di-ea-o- ami tin ir cilert-: sm-li

hrash,

MR.

-..

Hemp Parpetings,

present the Stirring Drama, entitled

Will

MADAME MARTHA,

t:i

we

ed, and confident that

to

CRIME AND ITS PUNISHMENT.

Life.

I

wr

CLOTHS,

OIL

the

Considering

TRAINED DOES,

KK ,industrious, work rhenp ami
i
their
work well. ><• *!•• tlw •loiii/pii oi Ik.-per M
where you <*an yet more real \alu«- for vonr mon«-\
than at any other i-la«
in i;i-|fact. ’l
»lt
refor.\

OM Plantation, which for
I>y.-i. y-ia
I i:.'
'ly aid harmony arc un.-uipas.-e<i They an*
I •- 'inline < oloivtl People,
Mon- than >ew ldy-iive j.«*i*
■■;. <»f ih<
oniancipated l»y President
!.hic<>li,d
,.;1{ proclamation of five-loin.
Former
in the I’nitcd Slates an* alllirted with
-law s, tin y true the !>e.»t ami truest pictures of
i.ami iJ\•

Museum of Automatic

Juke's

I he

B. C. Dinsmore&Soii.

Concert,

V

FROM

riic inosi ini-erablc being- in tin- world

ei.nvet ’tattles "! Carlield, (.uiteau, .Judge!
ox, •) i;i v and Counsel will be exhibited.

I'ii1

August Flower.
those

ASSASSIN,

THAT CANNOT BE PULLED APART.

HAYFORD HALL. BELFAST.

li«»oner

I (»i;

PROF.

The

At

|

M*I V! .\i l.\

Lifelike Tableau of ihe

laiy

we

as

CALF SHOES,

stock of

our

Gloves.

laisle

KmWlton

contract.

this summer-Rev. Win. L. (Riskin. l niv .rsalist,
has decline ! an invitation t->
m, j., ^ <tin I. u.
Ros< Brother-, have in-t purrha-t •! an rh-ga.d soda
fountain whirn will -..on be put in u-e_Hr. L. B.
l-.r,-1<•
Libby, a recent graduate from Bowd-i: is
for praetic.- in tlii- village, which will make our
usual complement of phy-irian-, v i, sev «*u. Three
could usually do (he hu.-im-s. since the «i< ;iiii of
Hr. Paine -ome three other< have vvritt- n t«» partie
!k e, enquiring after tiu- pi ospeds of a |i. -••tion.
Hr. C< w Ie- i- again at h<Mne... M i.
’\ I
t i
to
open a new grocery store in the Higgle- Mock.

hi hit ion at his

t*> the obsrry anv of Memorial Day hen >
exercises on the whole were highly satisfaeThey were under the direetion of das. L.

giy

the

employed

ave

for SOLID shoes.

LADIES & CHILDREN'S

Uiniensioii-

baking all kinds of pastry_Week
before last then- wa- shipped from the lime kiln
boo cask.- lime to \ew ii :mp-hiie, and la-t week
•" *0 e.i-ks to Boston
..'Tin1 Portci li-m-i i- having
a veranda huilt on it-two front-_Coomb- yv Day

1
tjuiner, Capt.
Pitman, < apt. Thus.
'“Weil, Capt. d oh n M*1 unis;

1 ami the time

N•

high with

*.

are now

->

lii.M. ha.-

!

Please call and examine

1

!.

.a

1 in

■

bakery they
and

hr. Daniel
Tell, ( apt. do-epii (iilley:
TI is i> a smal or number
-lor, ( apt. Sawyer.

v*

View llous

making iron tillers for

are

>ehr. .\nnie

—

.1.

r.

nie-

-t

liiMiDS ONLY, and

■

is

rias- of "s.t iv

*•

in'1m'll; >e),r.

M-

i.;

an

M.C. Seminary
supper it Lake Alamoosook last FriIt yy a- a ven enjoyable time ../lhe
nog\ e.--ei- have been lilted from tliis

_

1

in

iclegation favor Rohie for Covernor.
nrc--ion.il «pu -tion they are more ret'I'!■■

■

paint

painter-

<»ui
-a,

and oil. and

the B

>

will sell you

it in.

17 feet.

over

will perform MlLITARY DRILLS, romp and jump
one pony will WALK ON STILTS.

wonders

shown, and

ever

eessful trade

of Trained Ponies.

Fryer’s Troupe

equine

POUNDS !

1200

OVER

1i ial «»f the

<

we

IS

Assassination of Pres. Garfield ! Dramatic
and the

direct from manufacturers, we can and
will give you tin- lowest possible prices

Small Wares.

the

Thompson has

1!

the

a'

G<»>1

airin'.,

t

-e

A

with

Rev. Mr.

cJiiidrcn, and i:i tin* evening
hy the Salmatli school....
V
the p pular aco, Mninud.ition stage
proprietor between Winterport and Ban
ho

*ii

c*

a

feet, t\v

Bro-.

pi'"pri itc nianm r. The graves
decked with flowers and ever-

wev.

:t

d.

■

•1

>1

Hie dori.a'

Prof.
The

Please hear in mind

WEIGHT

Their aggregate height is

show them to you
not.

have the

we

Heir apparent to the Royal Throne.

COMBINED

or

1’his

prices.

VENIENT and LIGH T STORE to show

Prince Ke-te-na-la!

Plumed Knight of Pales ine.

THEIR

and

|

COLOSSALS.

Ruth Goshen!

Col.
The

OF TOWERING

DUO

A

sizes, qualities
spring

Lowell Extras,

Cambric.

LARGEST STOCK

In
1 hi- living miracle has been pronoin <*e«l by medical experts to be ABSOLUTELY BONLLLS>.
your presence he will lie himself in double knots, roll himself into a ball as you would a skein of yarn,
his
Your
local
have*
under
arm
other
incredible
feats.
hibead
and
prom
perform many
physicians
iput
sod to be present and examine hi- I.IY1M. PHYSICAL PHENOMENON.

STYLES,

regular [itices.

Paine died very, suddenly
a
1'iidaiv la-t.
pke

i..

ann.il t-.ok

;

under charge

40x4"

••'

:•

it.

>r.

The

addition built

-chi

j.

i

db-t.

XE\Y

may be found several kinds, which to
close out we will olli r at much less than

-A N D-

Ma-ons, of vvlm-h fraternity
BrotJu r- from Rnckport
and Rockland joined with tin Lodge and Chapter
of Camdi.'ii in the cerenioiiir- ....There i- to he an

r

The fall

a

CAUIUIN

the. fall term

At

dion, Mac d and dune

’•

Hi-son

take command next
in.-

T- ta! h

'•

Thur-day.

inti
at
term,
tile year, did. The
*th ex»*rcii8«- of examination

-in !••!.;•

•cia

0-

an

y

provided j

peas tioel and

can
Mr.
say as much;
very smart business man... .Mr. Robert
dames
Barker's blacksmith, ha- moved
Terrcn,
his family t<> town, occupy imr Hi-. < Tooker's In u-r.
.V few 'lays since Hr. CTooker wa.pre-ented
with a quilt from thirty-two of the la ke- of
Montvill* ...The farmer- rep-.rt potato berth
less
i.melons tlii- -pring
than la-:.
la plowing
last .ear they were turned out ••! the ground i:i
one.
large number-, while t!-i- year il is rare to

Bean is

The Wonderful India Rubber Man I

quicker than
being in the

ON OUR JOB LOT COUNTER

Goods

Fancy

country merchant who

backward season, Mr. .1. I..
<. a-tim-. had, as early as M
-J>111
inches in height, which wen* hoed

old and

ENTIRELY

certainly ought to see
should he [(leased to

....

fed

r

were

chosen to attend the -late >n veil lion < )t is I >. Wii-. m
avmorning... Rev. steamer Woodburv
and s. B. Ha/< him
Mr <
B. Farrar i- riveting
durdav.Vt tin- Republican caucus
a tablet on hi- 1
in the c.-metery, js ;»« t long and
eTiimr. ».eorge H. Witherie, c.e»*rge M.
l'Jxls inches -.ptare, and weighing'- about three tons
Win. <"argent wciv chosen delegates
Mr. L L. IVan say- that hi- trade for the pa-t
Portland convention. The delegates were j
Where i- their au-diier
y ear has been s

k F

■'

MENAGERIE
AND A HEMISPHERIC PORTFOLIO OF RARE
e n i c
Novelties!

COLVIN S SUPERB

both for ladies and gentlemen, which you
before buying. We

X A. M

man

eaucn< oil

house in

no

market every month enables us. to show
all the late styles as soon as they appear
in the larger cities. \Yc have just received some

Lodge l- in a v» ry thmri diingrondilion... Mr. T
Overlock has -old ouf hi- interest in tint -lave
mill to dame- Moore.... Repair- are being mjidc
u
the Mcthodi-t par.-onage_Vt
[!:•• Repujbli.au

■

there is

that

ourselves.

s m < v;.
On-mturday evening of la-t vv <k
company «-j sixteen members of Amity lodge of

amuon

known

Maine that introduces all the NEW and

to
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£_>-•<>

oiler »*jt

Belfast, is

at

MONDAY I

we

As to

attend
delegates
Republican state Convention at Portland tieson
of
dame- Cates, injured hi.-•;. e
Harry,
on Tuesday while discharging a gun.
A piece of
the per-ussion cap tJevv into the eye. The obstrurlion was removed next day by a Belfast -ur ■« --n.
The sight i- not injured.

Uc-

them. This
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All
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a

and
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A
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not
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nth..

m
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bring
satisfy

a

in

plain,

Silk, Satin, Brocade,

our

them hack

large and very choice asShades, including all the

a

latest novelties, both lined and

talk, for we intend to hav e only
good wearing shoes, arid if you will try

the

\. Webstei on
schooner l.' dia
:.il>«.
4
t i. -.
"he is owned and to
hy ( apt. \. M. \\ eh-tcr. .>,|j.
\N in. "inith w as tow ed to
Rang-or Friday
r ( 11y of Richmond w a- »lctaine»l here
eight ‘-y the storm, and left about

ha

pairs

At the

ask them to

we

store,
pair of

stock of

Spring

Temple.

sortment of Sun

will guarantee to
and if they do not. we

a

such,

the grass, which looks

II.

.1

Just received

we

poor shoe shall come into
hut if any person should get

-e.

iiit*

n.

rattle

and I>.

F. I..
at Portland.
Freeman Atwood. They
nil without instructions.... F. d-im ■" run hi* carding mill.
m

fat

oxen
..

.are

attend the

io

gates

for

good service,

that

ha-made lively time w ith the
and extravagant price- are bring

price
buyer-

Masonic

will either give a new pair or make tlie
old ones satisfactory
(>ur goods are all
MADE To ORDER, and we don’t intend

ondon, French, Savannah.

<

The

out.

beet

oi

several

having
following were

.The
I*

to

do

Jum* 1st, -chrs. A bby Wasson, Lord, Bangor;
Leo. Shattuck, Hart, do.*
June 5th, Jas. Holmes, Ryder, New York; Ceo.
B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Ellsworth; J. Ponder, Jr.,
Ryan, Bangor; Mary Eliza. Bullock, Boston.

June nth, sehr. Flora

played

sick of them.

has got new shoes for

man

stock hut that

our

SAILED.

<*

be favorable

seems t«*

paid

becoming

..»dih*n <mr-

Farmers

ksos.

attic

appoint* 1 coi--iai'lc am' collector of
e::
the igiit jd c
m:m
Piphid. a.- ip..
I no cheese
k.
rat
The »*liee.-«* is

'a

\

are

there are qualities of such shoes sold, hut
we will say this
We haven’t a shoe in

-'

al

in tin*

mg from Hi :; a-t where lie

and threw him

ran.

hi-

so

was

k

-at-

the

ing to find, after a few weeks wear, that
they are through at the toes, and the soles
are halt' paper.
Everybody knows that

very promising—Ciia-. I!. t.i tched is making ex
tensive repairs on his buildings-The great rise

season.

Wilson Dickey

1

selling only

his children that he expects to last
them all summer, it is awful discourag-

ARRIVED.

H. H

a

AFTER

1st. -'hrs. 3. Ponder, Jr.. Ryan, Lynn;
Florida. Oilniorc, Portsmouth.
June 2d. -chrs. Flora Condon, French, Boston;
Coo. B. Ferguson. Ferguson, do.
Join- 3d,
hr. Charley Bueki, French, Boston.
lib. *hrs. James Holmes, Ryder, Ellsworth ;
I
L. Warren, Babbage, Portland.
June nth, -chrs. Lillian, Ryan, Boston: Louisa
Francis, Thorndike, Portland.

iin il l‘. of II. met
Waldo ( -*uuty <
with Star of Progress <Range la-t Tuesday. Il was
a
h« r 400 «U-!very lively ami interesting se--ion.
and visitors were in attendance-Then
egati
• ent rains are a sad
perplexity t" the farmers who
have not completed their sowing and planting, but

eing hU hotel in partv color-_H. B.
lar-o
.i.g a
i|Hantity of -torkhridge

!
omre-

rop> in thi-
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(.round

...The recent

«arpenter

.ship

are

public

■him*

bartered to load at al ijtta I*
N* w
$10.7’* per ton... V London despateh ot the
Mh say- The ship David Brown, of lhi- place,
Capt. Pendleton, for Cnit* 1 Kingdom or < •mt im-nt,
has ikon refuge at Valparaiso leaking.
V

-nipping their-pool wood.

teams

A-buia...

OO/S

Would announce the arrival of his entire
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Antwerp May ..'»0th from

at
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buying

Cheap shoes

SHIP NEWS.

—

Mi

have biLim

David

Whittier, arrived at Delaware Breakwater
June Itli. from Cardenas
ship Brown Brother-.
Capt. Dan. Goodell, sailed from Havre May .vtli tor
"an Francisco-Bark Wealthy Pendleton arrived

H. (.rant ha-sold his trotter to
W
\. Cerrish lia.-this season
ted stallion “Black Duke" owned 1»\
; dack-ou
Mc--r.-. Moulton A Bcndlc

lark.

We are

vears.

A. T.

H.

Mr.

Mil.

1

B

Van.inn

to the Mate convention to

lie id in Bor
1

held on
chosen
Wilson clerk. Horace
and Israel 1*. (irindlc
was

Ship

station master in the

-t

Brown, Capt. J.
II Pendleton, from Guano Islands for Liv< rpoo!,
put into V alparaiso leaking, and a part <»1 cargo
will have to he discharged-Bark Kmleavor. < apt.

caucus

Snowman

\

Lynn

Marini. Notes.

delegates
Hand the nth.

i"••■cii

\

Republican

a

John

Fllcr>

ki'

m

new

l.cainict

ti'sj

lci’ator

m

\’

11

n«ium

Kliner

railroad, and is the young*
company’s employ.

..

Tin*

RAILROAD

Thomaston.
In Am iliton. May, 25th, Noah Sprague, aged 82
years and 8 months.
In South Thomaston, May 2<ith, Mrs. Louisa Sartell, aged 73 years.
In South Thomaston, May 25th, Capt. David
Crockett, aged »*;i years.
hi Ellsworth, May 27th, Hon. Arthur F. Drinkwutcr, aged *13 years.
In Bluehill, May 15th, Mr. Ilosea Horton, aged 57

P. Crookcr, who has been station maCommon on the Saugus branch, has
been transferred to West Lynn, on the Lastern
Mi

db

Rockland',

W

ter at

H ERE

NEW CONSOLIDATED STUPENDOUS CONFEDERATION OF

In Rockland, May 28th, Mrs. Lucy II. Nash, aged
74 years.
In Kit Carson, Colorado, May 27th, Edward P.
Kaler, formerly of Rockland, aged 35 years.
In
May 20th, Mary V., wife of Samuel
Hatch, aged U4 years, 3 months and *> days.
At Owl’s Head, South Thomaston, May28th,child
of 1. 11. aud Ada A. Tolinau, aged 1 year.
In Worcester, Mass., May 25tli, the wife of Win.
H. Robinson, mother of Mrs. John M. Creighton of

At

MOTTO I

Sun Shades! Incontestable
VALUES!
Sun
Shades!
SHOWS!

B E

KTATHAINTS

years.

Friday.

latest styles in millinery
ci 1 Ian ;, good- by J. \Y. Ferguson & Co ...Read
what K. 1
Han-on lias to say concerning carriages.
Mi-- >outhworth has a large lot of summer
'him iy in all the latest styles-The New York
,p store in slceperm building i- the latest at
ruction. >cc adv t....The owners of Bay View farm,
lb ha-t, adverti-c thoroughbred pigs, and have
a wd to say to tbo-c who want a pure breed of
tior.-c-.\ woman want' d to do house work_
II r-»
-i Horn Stockton
.City of Belfast wants
dicon

large carbuncle

a

Charles Grey, who committed an assault at Hockland recently and for whose arrest a reward of S.*>0
i> offered, was seen at Long Cove near here last

Attention i- called to the

•ita\

ill with

is very

LIVE AND LET LIVE, OUR
WILL

days.
In Camden, May 31st, Dr. R. E. Paine, aged 47
years, 7 months aiid 13 days.
In South Thomaston, May30th,Carrie M., wife of
Henry McKenney of Middleton, Mass., daughter of
Thomas Lewis, aged 42 years and H months.
In Rockland,
May 29th, Nellie May, daughter of
Win. T. and Abide Richardson, aged 9 months.
In Thomaston, May 28th, Bridget, wife of Daniel
Murphy, aged 42 years.
In Rockland, May 28th, Elizabeth Davis, aged 45

2

summer visitors are arriving. Wni. Buck, sisters,
and Miss Fannie Wright from the South are here
for the season.

column.

in another

years.
l'n Camden, May 28th, James II., son of Rufus K.
and Hannah J. Rhoades, aged 4 years, I month and

the back of the neck.

on

YOU MAY

70

The Town House has been thoroughly repaired
and painted.

ten/d concert

ment

the Bowdoin Col-

in

oar

lege crew.

the towns and cities
outside of New York. The cast embraces the best
artists in the profession specially selected for a perf -t rendition of this beautiful play.
A great treat
is in store for those who witness it.

previous

Iii Castine, May 29th, Mrs. Marv Jam Perkins,
aged 72 years, daughter of the late Major Otis Little.
In < >rland, June 4th, Luther Higgins, aged 85 yrs.
In Camden, May 28th, Levi Crowell, aged about

Searsport Locals.

etc., of the latest designs and improved styles.
Having purchased this stock for cash, at a great
reduction on old prices, I can give extra bargains.

Being an experienced Cabinet Maker I
pared to do repairing and manufacturing

am

at

we

above

have

our

short

are

ern

Attended to promptly. The trimming and sale
Caskets made a specialty.
Call on me. Prices
reasonable.
I3tf

of

Remember the I’fa re !
No. 20 High St.,
BELFAST,

room

prepared

prices

markets.

study

we

goods at wholesale
obtained in the west-

Country merchants will

their interests to

give

ns

a call.

TERMS CASH.

Geo.

cal-

to sells

W.

Opposite Phoenix Row,
MAINE.

spacious

HOODS, specially
jobbing trade, and

culated lor the
less than the

UNDERTAKING

and

with DOMESTIC
1

pre-

notice.

large

a

store, we have idled the same

83 Main

17

Burkett,

St., Belfast. Me.

To

A

Gratify His Wife.

Am Interesting siorj

A Hopeless Case Curtd.

A Rood Reason for Happiness.

of Mr. W a-hington M,

im*

<

for

ph\sieians

Cat-kill,

of

nroe,

I

ailed (iravel.

complaint
had employa

obtaining any permanent relief, and for a long time my
case was regarded as hopeless.
All who knew the
chv inn-dances said I must die. Finally, my wife
ed

of the most noted doctors without

some

induced

-1

healthy

a

there is in the

man as

conn

recommended ‘Favorite Reme-

dy' to others whom ! knew to have -tillered from
Kidney and Liver complaints; and I assure the
public that the ‘Favorite Remedy’ ha.- d«me its work
with a similar completeness in even single instance, and J trust
I
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other sick

and

ui

all.
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Dijsjiejisia. Liver
Diseases, fever <{’•
Itheamat i s in
D r o jisi/.
It (' (I /’ t
I>tS< ((Sc,
llil iousness, Xervons Detiilitij <tV.

The Best

Remedy Known

to Man.

9i:

Sf/f'it /’

Vtu'Dt!

v

~

Pfujtrr lira

it stimulates tin Hyaline in the saliva, which
converts Up* starch and Sugar of the food into
glucose. \ deficiency i.i Hyaline causes Wind and
S'■ ttring of the food in the stomach.
If the medicine is taken immediately after rating the fermentation of fond is prevented.
It acts upon the Liver.
!t arts upon the kidneys,
it Regulates the Rowel*
it i,uriti',s the Blood,
it
the Nervous system.
It Promotes Digestion.

quiets

it Nourishes, strengfheiis and Invigorates.
carries olf the Did Rlood and makes new.
opens the pores of the skin and induct s Healthy

It
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1 advise
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Wli.i.lN M <,U\\T.
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wounds, bruises,
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PERRY DAVIS* PAIN KIU.ER is not
untried remedy. 1 or forty years
it Iris born in constant use; and fhosewho
h«i. e used it i be longest c. e v's lest friends.
'/ <7 Jh>«i use of its merit.
.Sts success is
Vincethe Pain Killer was first Introduced,
\drcd.sof new medicines have come and
gone, while to-day t ids niedieine is more
extensively used ami more highly valued
th in, rn r
Every family should have
a hottl° read >j for use. Mueli pain and heavy
doctors’ bills
/, rand by prompt
••/ e *•
application of the Pain Killer. l'n: Ifeniort
c-/
even in the hands
itis; c,;;'/ /
of a clnhl. Try it oner thoroughly, and it
will pre •. e it*; nine. Your druggist lias it
at ioc., ">Oc and SI .OO per bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
i
Providence, R, I.
a now

>

,,

••

v

1 yr25

Great

LIQUID

VO OB
FOR BLOOD. BRAliVAND
SERVES.

A SUPERIOR NUTRITIVE MEDICINE, lilCH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOV
A CHEAP, ALCOHOLIC DRINK..£3 Highly
recommended by Chemises and Physician^ aj
A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAYS
!

ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,

it does net stimulate the brain or irritate
the ryBtem and leave deleterious; effects. On
the contrary, it furnishes juetthat which is
necessary to the brain, strengthens and quiets
the nerves, purifies the heart’s blood, and
.thereby makes only the best ilesh, bone and
[muscle. r*T It works wonders, curing
NERVOlw and GENERAL DEBILITY,
MALARIA, DYSPEPSIA, INSOMNIA.
|
Produces a healthy action of the Liver and
Kidneys, fortifying the system against the
miasmatic influences, and will be found invaluable in all pulmonary and bronchial difficulties. DELICATE FEMALES, NURSINGMOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
find no remedy equal to this healthful blood
and nerve food tonic. L^rForsale by all Druggists. $1.C0 per bottle. Prepared only by
WHEAT BITTERS CO.,
Office 19 Park Place, New York City.
on
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cures

Dyspepsia, Indigestion

writer lies down at night in great
tranquility upon a piece of news which corrupts
before morning, and which lie is obliged to
throw away before lie awakes.
[La Bruyere.
When by night the frogs are croaking.
Kindle hut a torch's tire—
Ha ! how soon they all arc silent!
Tims truth silences the liar. [Longfellow.
Whatever faculty languishes, use it. not presumptuously. nor yet dcsparingly, but humbly,
and in dependence upon God's love, that lie will
work through you a sincere but unworthy obedience.
[W. 1. Budingtou.
The worst of misery
I when a nature framed for noblest things
Condemns itself in youth to petty joys.
And, sore athirst for air. Dreathes scanty life,
Grasping from out the shallows.
[George Kliot.
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piousness, Dyspepsia,'
indigestion, Diseases oft
the Kidneys, Torpid Liver;
Rheumatism, Dizziness.
isck Headache, Loss ov>
•'

~

;

,eiief, anri \

short time effect

a

nent eure.

st mition, Kriu.i sx ami Kn s, induced 1 y ^elf-indulgence or sexual ext rax airauce, .V
The celebrated author, in thi- .admh il-ie 1.- i\,
from a thirty y< nr-‘ -uecc--clearly demon-trait
ful practice, that the alarming eon~ei|uenc.
of self
be
abuse may
radically cured ; point!na id a mode
of cure at unce simple, certain, am » rV«•-*!iia 1. n>
Mat hitt« i*
means •»t' which even sull'erer. i,.. a
eondition may be. may cure him-,1: eM aply, prix atelv, and rad trail/,
l.ei lure -.liuuId Me in ti,. nan I of
r\
Uri-j 'Tlii
youth and every man in tin- land.
»
Sent under -«ad, in a plain envelope, t
;u> address, post-paid, on reeeipt «it -i\ ent' r two post
Address
age stamps.
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LAW HJOTiCE.

Strong,

Buiius up the Broke::down
Invigorates tlio

Brain, and

Interesting

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Boils, Dropsy,
Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
CF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED CY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

d V.W IT b having di-po-ed
milking
establishment on hi- farm, will endeavor to
•
make it for the inter* si -s litigating partic- and
their e,inn- -i to eall on liiin for protes-ional aid inlead »t going -ait of the county lor it, as he will
now give his time to his profession, ami the service
"i id’s clients, w ho will find him in his olliee duily
from a a. M. to U at noon, and from 2 t a r. M, and
at hi- leI’l-f at all other hours ot tin* day ready to
attend t" clients. The Waldo Bar embodies all the
l> _• a 1 talent re.jwired to try both sides of any ease in
court, and need not submit to the inortitleation of
a
a
out "f tlie countv for professional a.-sistdKWKTT.
anee.
Feb. 1 1. I''''.'. —bill 10
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HOUSE FOR SALE.

lately
Stock, and %>e shah be
pleased to show them,as also

j

Will be sold at a bargain, a ni<
cottage house on ltaee SL, known
as the .M F A DFK house, containing
seven rooms, well huilt and only
The lot contains
three v. ars old.
f land. The location i.> one
one fourth "f an aero
Of the
-1 in the ei!\, overlooking the hay and onl>
ten minute-walk tr ail the post-otliee.
Inquire of
.1. F. WILSON.
Belfast. April 27, 1><2.— IS

some

instances

goods

those who
watch of
while

the

keep

our

the

Thc.lolIN I’lIirUU'" >K farm in
Fast Knox. Kii,|uivr of
W. ix. MOKISIIN, lioltast, Mo.

....

I

F0?« SALE.

at
j ter

a

premium.

j

or

GINN, ”'1 Cllllreh St.

Rent.

SHOP IN ItllOOlxS
An excellent place
the depot.
Will he sold «»r rented at a bargain,
for bii-ine--.
MLRRITHFW.
of
IIATT1F
I injuire
Brooks, dune 1, lss2.—:iw22*
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Murray & Lanman’s
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SEAMEN WANTED.
HUNDRED SEA MEN WANTED IN lt( >CKland for coasting. Apph t<>
JOHN S. UANLETT, Shipping Agent.

ONE

lstil.—3<»

Belfast. Me.

BRADLEY’S
X L

Superphosphate,
FOR SALK BY

R GRAY, Foot of Main St..
15tf
BELFAST,
MAINE.

FRANK

Prices Reduced.

IRA

Rockland, Aug 30,

fUUMBS,
-(>teo\v 11

,,

VOLUMES FROM REV. s. COODr.fs / ENOUCIl'S library, marked down from
to
5ft
25
imrrent. lower still', at c. W. HANEY'S
store. Among whirl] are—One set of Dirk's Works,
2 vols., $2.00 : History of Jewish Cliiireh, 2 vols.,
$1.50; set of Rollin'* Histories, 2 vols.. $1.50;
The Lnntl and its Story, 7 5e.; Life of Christ, (Bcerher) 75e.; Comparative Physiology. $1.00: channlng’s Works, set S vols.. $1.50 : Channing's MeAnd many oilier valuable
moirs. :| vols,, 75r.
works at from one-tlftb to one-third of rest.

C1U.STOM

KOil SALK BY i

po.

H. H. Johnson 6c Co.

Book Sale.

$1

FREEDOM NOTICE.
1

1

ALL WHOM
rp>
t<> <vrtily that
l

IT MAY CONCERN : This is
for a valuable consideration I
have this das given to im minor son, WILL R.
CLIFFORD, lhe remainder of his time during his
minority. This is to notify all persons that I shall
claim none of his wages nor pas anv hills of ids
contracting after this dale.
\V. If. CLIKEORD.
Belfast, May l!»,
_»\v21*
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liMslIEl) COTTALEs To LET BY THE
season or week at Northport South Shore.
Most desirable location. Terms reasonable. Call
A. l\ MANSFIELD,
on or address
Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.
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It is now understood that Secretary Lincoln
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You will also find ou page 58 of the report for
1878: page 31 of the report of 1877: page 43 of
the report for 1878, and page 47 of the report
for 18711, a statement, showing the total amount
of expenses of this office front its organization
to the end of each fiscal year.
Ry reference to the report for 1881. it will he
seen that the total expenses from the organization of the system on February 25th. 181 ill, to
June 30. 188i, more than eighteen years, were
$5,148.(49.01, while the estimate as given in
your speech, would hi' $10,000,000 for the first
ten years that it has been in operation.
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All persons intlebteil to Hit /inn
trill /ilense rail anil sell/e at once.

etc.

Vitalizes and Enriches tlie Blood, T:
up the System, maker- tin \.<

l*;

Second.
Because they area genuine plianiimviitian praration, and so recognized In fh- protession.
Third.

D.I.C.is

ly a> far as two pounds
!r\ing it uill not be withrfully answered by

!a I.anyirortliy liui/ilivy.

Choice styles were never in
such demand as this season.

'For ten years the plates, printing ink,paper
and labor required to prepare and furnish the
national hunk notes were paid for by the government.
The notes were given to the banks
without cost. We are not able to state these exThe comptroller of the curpenses accurately
rency is particular 10 furnish the public no data
from which the sunt could be stated. This has
been studiously kept from the public * * * We
have no doubt that all these expenses incurred
by the treasury in furnishing national bank
notes were $1,000,000 each year.”
1 lie ( oiiiptrolk r of the currency has annually
furnished lo Congress the information to which
you .refer, as he is required to do by the last
paragraph of Section 333 of the Revised Statutes,
which provides that he shall make an annual
report to Congress, exhibiting, among other
things “the whole amount of the expenses of
tie banking department during the year.”
Ry reference to page 85 of his'report for
hsxii. and to page 72 of his report for 1881, you
will find that the Comptroller not only gives the
expenses of his office for the fiscal year, as required by law. but also the total expenses of his
office from its organization to June 30, 1881, in-

r
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and
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strengthening porous plaster, and contain iu addition thereto the newly discovered powerful arid
active vegetable combination which n ts wi ll in
creased rubefacient, stimulating, sedative am!
counter irritant effects.
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should be without then..

place of lard.
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«gcnts. ’{.’I, 3.7 and 17 Freni St.,

Weakness, and renders tin greatest
relief and benetit to persons suffering
from such wasting diseases as Con

sumption, Kidney Complaint
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Brown’s Iron Bitters cii'cc tual-
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Reasons Why they

the greatest Blood Purifier, Liver
nmil..!e ai.-i J!- litii ije.'i >i mg

No disease
hitters ;no
opei

to

e>t*r

ura tive p: ’pei ne-. of ail

Re'vill
Agent on
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All-Woo! Mens' Suits
nitty

i;k <u

It* liming, w ill h ave M u hia.-p -i t esers .Mondav
morning, at 1.30 o’eloek. ami Milll-ridg.- nm
Monday and Thursday at s V. VI.. touching at o

bid).

Hops, Euchu, W*anami Dandelion,''it'i '• i“> i>

iuo.;t C
mule e a

manufacture various blank*books for
di it have .driven Lf.»od satisfaction, and can
tiii- •lie
n -..inuiend ad having such work ;
tr\ him.
A M i;s I- ATTKK, Register.
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Benson's Capoins
Porous Plasters.
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Itelfa.'t. \pril ia, lSSi.
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POSITIVELY CURED
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BlMiK B oKs of all Kinds Made io Order.
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^ fin -teamer C IT A <>l DI< HAloNI),
si
F. ld:\Msos, Mast'
w ill leas
Baiiroad W harf, Portland, even Friday evening,
at If. I a o'clock, «-i
*:i arris al’ot Pullman trai
ft mu Bo-ton. for Dockland, ( i-tine, I>e*-r Me.
-'■dgss i«'k, So. \\h Ilarhor, Bar 1 iarbor, Alt. 1 >e
• i3.
Milll:fi'!ge, •loiT-port and .Mat Ilia-port.
W'" I*
p •r-lat'O d" Tuesday evening
•;•
tini**, l"i AF.Ubridge. touching at intermediah and
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Harper’s Bros, Publications, Scribner’s Monthly
Periodicals published hound cheap.

< Mini

a.no

I rranyetm itf.

Sjtrinff

K- II. KI>i»v, L-'| -I»earSir:
You procured lor
>imv then you have
me, ill 1SJU, my first patent
for
actci
and ad\ ised me in hundred- ot !--• and
procured many patents, rei-siie- and exteusioi s. 1
have occasionally employed the la -t ageic :>
in
New ^ ork, Philadelphia and Washington, but I -till
give you almost the whole of my business, in your
line, ami advi -e others to cinplov >. u.
Yours truly,
LFOINiK DBAPFIL
Boston. January 1,
t |

and all

<t mi. ].; »■• '. before my
ughb.,1 taken Oil bottle of Lm un's
I
mend
.--’..j l,egati
.v i
quite r-.Mored t-> feir.a-r
h:!i
\ hali daughter beg..a to
sb
of Consumption, .aid
-v, s
v.lien :he pay-ici.,n was consulted
be quisaid 4,T- -nics were inquire!," and when informed that
tb-- elder -.-ter w..- taking Bf wn'
Ikon L'itteks, responded “that is
a go. I tonic, take it.”
Auoram Phtlts.

danger.

lyle.

The

LIBBY,

•i

,.

smile of every chihl of the large family that taxes tic strength of the bread-winner
In Ij>s him to win the bread. [Mathew Browne.
I
Tlie work an unknown good man has done is
like a vein of water flowing hidden underground. seereth making the earth green. [Car-

Congressman

of

valuable

books in all the I.AT1>T STYLES.

iy

the 'tut!
God's crest upon his azure shield, the
Heavens.
[Bailey.

(

very

,v«

"

Porilani, Bangor& Macbias steamboat Co.

Boston, net.(her l'.», 1-7".

book-binder of long years experience ,and forO. \Va>hburn. of this
merly with the late II.
eity. I am now bet rer prepared t han ever to bind

Must Call at Once.

At

H.-vi ig 1-st three daughter
teiribb: disease, under ;i,c

See

The

Having srniroil tin1

\.
servie.

i

.LAS. LITTLKFIKLD, ^upt., Boston, Mass.
D. LANK, ,Agent, Belfast.
Belfast, April 11. lssj.—p;

earlv and favorable consideration at the Patent <>flee.”
J.I >MI M) Bl'KKK,
Late Commissioner of Patents.

in Your Books at Orce.

Bring

those

so

at pi ices

idtou.

1 use your Pain Kilt i:r in quently.
It
rr’icves pain and soreness,and heals wounds

like magic.
J. W. Dee says:
For s.-.:ids and bur:

possible time,
clothing, We.,

!i.

«r •:

''ante night.
Tickets sold on each steamer for Portland, Low
ell. New York, Philadelphia. Baltimore. Washing
t >n, and all Wester;, and .‘MUithwe-tern Points, and
Baggage cheeked through. Freight taken as usual.
I are to Iholon.
*:>.oo
Lowell. 3..An
Lxeur.-ion rickets,good for3hday-to Bo-

ton and return...

“Inventors cannot cmplov a person more trustworthy or more capable of securing for them an

SflSS. PHlsSEflS

Md.
i vb.
-, rs..
aiK;
i!it*
oinmcndaUpon
; a ft er.
I t
i lb own's
I.
Litmus as a t-.-nic and restorative f
my daughter. v.ln.ta
I \v.,s i!i.-r--ugi.lv convinced was

Kvery

sprains.

lower than

injurious.

i:

lv.staw

lie who expects to he blessed and fortunate
in tin- world should hea partaker of truth from
the earliest moment of hi- life.
[Plato.

W. W. Sharper, Valdosta, Ga., sayr..
It is a panacea i< r all bruise sand burns.
From R. W. Adams, Saco, Me.:
It gave me immediate relief.
R. Lewis says:
1 n forty y arc* use* It never has failed me.
W. W. Luin, Nicholville, N. Y., rays:

to obtain

write for it.

[Shakespeare.

From the Cincinnati Dispatch:
Wc havesiv/i its magic cllects, and know
it to be a good article.
From I. S. Potter, U. S. Consul at Crefeld,
Rhenish Prussia:
Alter long years of use, J am satisfied it
is p Shively efficient as a healing remedy

the shortest

S,,. J Li; Child.

We see l'ime's furrows on another's brow.
liow few themselves in that just mirror see!

\

hour.

in

wishing

III...i’t.r.iirr •-•i
S17E, 10 Cords.

FOSTER, MILBURN & CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N, V.

1 tlio inost capable and
whom l have had of
< has. masiin,
Commissioner of Patent-.

CYPHERS.

■

wise man.

imission to do what is necessary
Seal- a commission to a blank of

TKSTIMONI

1. isdm 10

M:iv

.•

SOU) IX BELFAST lit It. II. MOODV.

regard Mr. Kddy as one<
successful practitioner-with
“1

BOOK-BSNblNG!

tight for it. die for it. anything but—live for it.

[<

S.

E.

..

<

a

to turn our

lestoic

logs will make a dull fire burn,
study a dull brain. [Longfellow.

wrangle

day.

tieial intercourse.”

sear.-pwit,

the blood to as
..t
natural condition; and nls.»
I the iron preparations iiu.icrto
,u !
blacken the teeth, cans. in .nb
lie. an ! are otherwise injurious.
1 >K t'\V N S 1 RON B111 EUS Will 11.• r-ttghlv and quickly assimilate with
the Mood. purifying and Mi- ngtiu nin ; it. and thus drive disease h--m
any part of the system, and it will
>:
n the leetli, calls,.: i.. .id
bl;u
--i
a=
u>-lipation. i’.ul •, posi-

Voting.

for

obliged

..r

Hnt< lit Hoof' llntvkets to Let.

For tlios incapable of exercising disi lamination there are calamities step by step. [Hitopadesa.
Men will

ROOFING SLATE,

and laid lc. die .juare

Furnished

immediate change

an

will be

we

public.

[Hill.

Laboratoiy 11 West 3d St, N. Y. City-

A Never-Failing Cii3*e for Burns,
Scalds, Bruises, < 'ms, Sores, etc.
Yl'ter forty years of trial. Perry
Davis’ Pain Killer stands unrivaled.
It is safe! It acts immediately! It
never tails!
Editor of the St. John (N. E.) News, says:
In il'-.sii wounds, acli ;.jns. etc.,
it is the most effectual it iii (iv we Know ot.
No family should l>e without a bottle of It

in the linn

The Mood is the foundati n of
life, it circulates through every j art
of the b*'dy, and unless it is pure
and rich, good health is imp* •■'.Mice.
If disease lias entered th
i.:
the only sure and quick v..
it out is to purify and nm.-i the
blood.
1
These sinq i
facts are
known, and tin highest me-dial
authorities agree that nothing i.t

the

changes of

made to order.

an

TRIAL

Monday. Wkpm.sd\v,

everv

Till RsI»a\ ;:tnl Svn Ki>a\ at 2.30 P. AI.
For Put; ii.anh. -Pas-miger- and freight will It
forwarded to Portland by connecting at Dockland
with -teamer Lewi-ton.
Pa--engers leaving Bel
fa.-t Monday and Thur-day, arris*- in Portland

Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss cf
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. 1>
ms in elevenlang'.iao
A arse of Burdock Tii-•
I. v l! sat: ,f> tln,
t
kopii'. al that it t-, tinPRICE, $1.00.

p. M.

Leaving Belfa-t

Scrofula, Erysipelas. Pimples and
Face Grubs,
Blotches, Boils, Turners,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Cures

PATENTSSt, H. EDDY,
No. 7t> State St., opposite Kill)), Boston,

or

.'>.‘00

Fridav at

Walnut A'- Ash Extension Tables.

Secures Patents in tile I niled State-. al.-o in <. 1 al
Britain, France and other foreign countries. < 'opieof the <daims of any Patent furnished by remitting
one dollar.
Assignments nmnlid at Washington.
A'o Agency in the t'niteil States possesses sup* ri>
facilities for obtaining /‘atents n; ascertaining the
patentability of in re nitons.
K. 11. FDi)^ Solicitor oi Patent-.

BROWN VILLE

Letters from absent friends extinguish fear.
l uite division, and draw distance near.

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

\ KILLER/

As there will be

KATAHDIN,
CAMBHTDGE,
up!. \\ m. Ii. Unix,
| ( apt. Otis Ingraham,
(ommcnciiiK Manila), April li. |sv_\ Hill make
Font TltlPS I'KIi WKKK, leaving Lincoln Whari
Boston, evert Munhav, Ti esihv, Thi rsi»ay and
t

Screens, Gutters, Conductors and
Mouldings of Every Description

All other good- b\ Fortune's hand are given:
A Wife is the peculiar gift of Heaven. [Pope.

Aaent" wanleo i- r the <ule of the Indian Blood
>yrup in every town «-r village, in w hieii I have no
airent. I’arti-ailar- y;iven on applieation.
]yif>

\

offered to tlic

Nigh St., Belfast.

Doors, Sash, Window Frames, Window

hand

MEEK.

the Furniture Kooms of

These tables were all manufactured by us Die last
winter, and are made from lirst-class stock. The
lot must he closed out within the time stated, as
we Intend to discontinue the manufacture of tables. Me olfer them at the wholesale prices In
Boston, as follows : S feet Walnut, $\.50 : \ feet
Ash, $11.50 at our factory, and 25 els. per table extra In Belfast, or we will deliver them In iots of 5
or more within 10 miles of Srarsmont for $s.75
and $11.75 each. Non is the time to buy a nice
table, they will never be as low again. We want
all who read this to remember that these tables
can't be manufactured for the prices to-day. fall
and see them and send In your orders early before
they are ail gone. M e use the Wellman patent
leaf support. All orders promptly attended to.
DICKEY. BROWN & MORSE.
Maine.
Srarsmont,
N. B. Doors, sash. Blinds, Door and Window
Frames, Butters and Mouldings, at the lowest
prices. Also Jobbing of all kinds done at short
notice.
tin la

short notice and Lowest I’nirns.

ill

on

life i> hut the twinkle of a -tar
in God's eternal day. [Bayard Taylor.

inuoli benefited Lherehv.
Mie. S.’BICiI AHI)s< iN.

PERRY

Out to uni.t

Our

A-

hand and for sale

on

Hampden, VTInlerporl, Bucksport,

al

Searsport, Belfast, Camden and Bockland.

roc It TRIPS PER

rpilK SALE OPENS MAY fill, and continues until
X June 15th, unless the lot Is closed out before,
embracing a large lot of

Frames & Dimension Stuff of all kinds

"I i- not enough to help the fe> ide up.
But to support him after.
[Shakespeare.

(

-hall keep eouslantly

at

H. COLBY, 20

Pine, Spruce and Hemlock Planks, Boards,
Laths, Shingles, Clapboards, and Pickets.

Readv Made (Ming
Ms'Mnisliini Goods,

PLAIN
TRUTHS

The slowest snail in time we see
I loth climb and creep aloft.
[Greene.

Kiiichain. Somerset Co., Mo.
I haw ii-' -1 I>r. ( lark Johnson's Indian Blood
ru}* for Disease ot tin* >to?naeh and Liver, and
i'ii

FOB SALE AT SEARSPORT.
I

ever

Tnitli is tile summit of being: justice is the
application of it to affairs. [Kmcrson.

liillinilty

have lu

a

Lniiihcr of all kinds

HOOFIN'*; I'.tPKK A NO tiilM.K IRONS

of Karl Pomfivt.

obeys

some of flic

secure

lf.ist, April M. iss;.—lotf

It.

HATS, CAPS, &c.,

Thought.

[Motto

and

EMULUS A. HILLS. Lincolnville.

BEST BARGAINS

Remembering.
Now that good times arc again upon us, it is worth
remembering that no one can mi joy the pleasantest
surroundings if in bad health. Thereare hundredsof
miserable people going about to day with disordered stomach, liver or kidneys, when a bottle of Parker’s Ginger Tonic would do them more good than
all the medicines they have ever tried.

unem]iloyed is mind unenjoyed. [Bovee.
Poverty wants much: hut avarice everything.
[S\ rus.

Mo.
I M « i irk
Jnili in Bi<i v ru11 ha* great<>i the
ly oi l),-fit.-i mi for Iiyspo|>"ia aiid
N'orvoii' >\ -t- in.
I would n<*t ho without it’.
J. \. WITH AM.

>

of

once

CUNNINGHAM,Northport.

SAMUEL S. LANE.

of Cost.

M i ud

tr .:it

York. Y«»rk

always

time.

He commands enough that

i>iv-ij-M i:I
-.'ll) ( .. Mo.
i,-.I with I>y-}.,p m an 1 Indigestion,
faded n-iindivlioi imtii I tm-d I>r.( mrk John
Indian Bl-.d <\rupt whh-li wreath* benefited
Ml"" M \ l{Y ! (*,!P *V|."

v

Come at

w

■

closed out

Regardless

Worth

My bird, thou hast flown home to me.
Thrice welcome to thine early nest!
N
not a word betw een us tw ain
< if till the
empty years of pain
For evermore" be said.
It i- Hough for me and the
That thou art here upon my breast.
That all our foolish past is dead.
All tin A ear Hound.

Perspiration.

immediately

to be

Captain Costentenus, the Dittoed Greek, is fiftythree years old and has made a fortune. His sue
cess in life has been a marked one.

ill not grudge to own me wrong—
(■real heaven! what slender form is here?
AN'hat loving eyes look into mine?
What hands in mine own hands entwine?
My wife, my wife, at last!
Wake up, white blossom, sleep not long.
Awaki to bless thy mother dear:
Mur days of dark are gone and past.
I

E. F.

Grandmother
Used to say : “Boys, if your blood is out of order
Burdock
and then they had to dig the Burtea;"
try
dock and boil it down in kettles, making a nasty
smelling decoction; now you get all the curative
put up in a palatable form in Bi/unock
properties
blood Bittkrs. Price $1.00, trial size ten cents.
For sale by R. H. Moody, Belfast.

I.o! 1 w ill break the bonds that hold
My life and thine in separate ways.
And standing by thee, face to face
Hcseeeh thee till thine empty place.
And bless my lonely soul
AA’iih love like that fair love of old.
That gladdened till our morning days.
Hut stronger grown, and calm, and whole.

12,000,000 Bottles

itli nothing.

Tommy’s mother had gone to the dentists to got
molars filled, and Tommy told a visit* r that
she had gone to get her teeth stuffed.

Hut still the child, the little child.
(foes at the stated seasons forth
From her to me. from me to her.
And keeps keen thrilling thoughts astir.
Awaking old regret.
Thought springs to-night unfettered, wild,
oh. wife! what is life's living worth
If thou and 1 are parted yet?

Atjue,

SEWELL A. BLACK. Belfast.

some

And so we drifted far apart.
While friends came in to heal the breach.
Hour fools! to think that they could touch
With balm the hearts that aeiicd so much.
Too wildly, for despair.
Hut pride put gauds above the smart.
An I we were gay and light of speech.
And jeered at love and mocked at care.

O C2

>

GRAY, E.

the Pacific Guano by the side of a
well-known superphosphate and were highly pleased w ith the result. We shall use it another year.

More universally recommended than any proprietary medicine made. A sure and reliable ionic,
Brown's Iron Bitters.

1 was to blame, for I was hard;
She Wits to blame, for she was proud ;
And so the1 pride and hardness built
A wall between us. high as guilt:
And yet no guilt was there.
Hut when my heart grew soft, she1 barred
The gate on love.
I cried aloud:
Hut she was deaf unto my prayer.

ti"
72

Why,

contented

we

Touching

May, Brow & Morse,

We have used

take much to make one happy after
knew a man once who was really

{

At the factory of

BELFAST, MAINE,

AGENT,

Delightful Novelty.

Bangor

STEAMSHIP co.
Between Bangor & Boston,

EXTENSION TABLES,

SALE BY

FRANK R.

Boston and

Sale!

Special

Srarsmont, and

ENTIRE STOCK OF

Boston paper is in “favor of women voting if
want to.” We should like to see the man that
would make them vote if they didn’t want to.
A

they

It does not

‘Tis hard to say. for pride is strong,
And either blamed the other's heat:
tint as 1 look upon the face
< 'f
my one child, and in it trace
The looks of one aw ay,
Ai v heart cries out against the wrong
That bars us both from union sweet,
"And whence the blame?" I sadly say.

CO
cr.

FOR

Ladies prefer Floreston Cologne because they
find this lasting combination of exquisite perfumes
a delightful novelty.

If we two stood upon the brink
of that wide gulf that yawns between
Thy life and mine this many a day.
And one should to the other say.
••1 erred the first—and most.”
should we stretch out glad hands and link
tur lives, and let the dark "has been”
Float from us like a grim gray ghost?
33
cJ
C CO

Dh. Klixk’s Great Nerve Restorer is the marvel
of the age for all Nerve Diseases.
All lits stopped
free. Send to 931 Arch Street, Philada., Pa. 3ml4

A

Great

Soluble
Of Partnership. Pacific Guano,

earth.

The difference between the pawner and the pawis Ibis: The latter watches his prey until he
gets it, and the latter prays for his watch and don’t
get it.

Ah dear my wife! ah sweet my wife!
Too lightly won. too lightlv lost;
Might riper age repair with tears
The havoc made in earlier years.
Should we wee]), thou and I?
Should we clasp hands, and end the strife
That all our youthful y ears have crossed.
And fare together till we die?

discouraged

may hear of it mid try the ‘Favorite Remedid.”
lm2o

mortal

dy’

some

on

nee

And when this evening's shadows fall,
And thou art by her side again,
\\ ill she. too. seek, as 1 have sought
The kiss the childish lips have brought
< >ur parted lips to bless?
Will she. too. fondly question all
1 said and did, and seek to gain
A glimpse of our lost happiness?

try.
"duec then l have

besides it is the best family medicine

mother’s face, thy mother's smile.
mother's ringlets’flowing free.
Her tinted cheek, her forehead white.
Her eyes, brown wells of liquid light.
Yea. all her charms arc thine;
Thy mother kissed thy lips erewhile.
Before she sent thee forth to me.
And to that kiss 1 added mine.

to

an. now as

If Nearly Dead
taking some highly puffed up stuff, with long
testimonials, turn to Hop Bitters, and have no fear
of any Kidney or Urinary troubles,
Bright’s Disease, Diabetes or Liver Complaint. These diseases
cannot resist the curative power of Hop Bitters;
after

Thy
Thy

try a bottle of l>r. Kennedy’s f avor
i(> Remedy’ which she had somewhere heard of or
seen advertised.
Without the slightest faith in it,
hut solely to gratify her. I bought a bottle of a
druggist in < nr village. 1 used that and two or
three bottles more, and—to make a long story short
me

Link.

The flowers I plucked for her delight
Have fallen from the tiny hand;
The painted toy that charmed her eyes
With quaint design and action, lies’
Beside the pictured book;
Strange thoughts arise, oh! blossoms bright,
That vex and thrill me as I stand
Anear. and on thy features look.

New Y>>rk.

v,

hud suffered from

year- 1

manv

which the

liven ('oinit

Little

She sleeps—the welcome wintry sun
Is shining on her little face.
The firelight glints upon her hair.
My precious blossom! oh, how fair,
How very fair she is!
Vnd soft she sleeps, my little one,
Vs sadly to and fro I pace,
And dream anew of olden bliss.

Butter
I ;'vli

Color, First Qualify.
EKE!) ATWOOI), Winterport, Me.

